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Slurry Pumps Specialists
CNSME is a company with more than 12 years of
experience in the manufacture of slurry pumps
accompanying and supporting our mining customers
all over the world.

APPLICATIONS
- Quarries
- Tailings management
- Dredging
- Mineral processing
- Solids Handling

PRODUCTS
Spare parts 100% compatible
with the best known brand on
the market.
Our spare parts are manufactured under the best
standards and with materials in accordance to the
requirements of our customers processes of our
customers.

- Heavy duty slurry pumps
- Rubber lined pumps
- Ver cal Pumps
- Sand and gravel pumps
- Foam Pumps

Shijiazhuang Minerals Equipment Co., Ltd

Website: www.smepump.com
Tel: +86 311 66692398 Cell: +86 18000415072 Email: sales@cnsmepump.com
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ZAMBIA: KCM STARTS
PAYMENTS OF OUTSTANDING
DEBT TO SMALL SUPPLIERS AND
CONTRACTORS

K

onkola Copper Mines Plc (KCM)
Provisional Liquidator Celine Nair
announced that the Company has set
aside two million United States dollars ($2 million) to
dismantle outstanding historical debt to small and
medium suppliers and contractors in a bid to reduce
liabilities and aid the growth of businesses.

for our business partners to operate smoothly and
grow their enterprises because part of their money
has been tied up and was only expected to be paid off
at the end of the liquidation process,” Ms Nair said.
“But a call was made to pay now in order to
create some relief to the KCM business partners.”

Ms Nair, who is the acting Administrator General and
Ofcial Receiver of Zambia, said she had taken a
decision to pay outstanding debt, following
consultations with KCM Management, in order to
support small vendors and suppliers, some of whom
had been waiting for their payments for some time.

KCM has allocated about $488,675 to pay off 103
vendors with balances below $10,000, while slightly
over $1.5 million was set aside for 190 vendors who
have been owed amounts in excess of $10,000,
under a new system seeking to ensure equitable
treatment of all vendors regardless of their type of
business with the Company.

“The Company is fully aware that it has been difcult

'The payments to the business partners started on

Thursday, 30th June 2022 and will continue through
until all those listed on the schedule are paid off.
Previously KCM has focused much on payments to
major contractors who assist in keeping operations
aoat during the liquidation period, resulting in other
suppliers and contractors going for long periods
without receiving payment, but that has changed
following measures introduced since Ms Nair took
cover the ofce of KCM Provisional Liquidator about
two months ago.]
“tis our sincere hope that the newly devised system
will ensure all vendors regardless of their size are
treated fairly as we support growth of KCM, the
mining sector and other related industry and the
national economy,” She said.

MUKWA LODGE
KITWE
RESTAURANT
reservations@mukwalodge.com

26/28 Mpezeni Avenue, Kitwe, Zambia

www.mukwalodge.com

+260 962 682 587 | +260 954 987 921
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RWANDA TO GAIN DIAMOND PROCESSING FACTORY

S

outh African investors, registered in
Rwanda as 'Solex Rwanda,' are set to
establish a factory projected to add value
to diamond and gemstone, as well as manufacturing
jewellery in Rwanda.
The investors recently exhibited diamond jewellery,
gemstone and amethyst cutting and polishing, during
The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in
Kigali. Gemstone is a precious stone especially cut,
polished, and used in making jewellery. Amethyst, is
a violet variety of quartz. Narcisse Dushimimana, the
Head of Mining Regulation and Inspection
Department at Rwanda Mines, Petroleum and Gas
Board (RMB) said that “The investor to add value to
such precious stones was given all the required
support and he is settling very soon.”
The mining sector in Rwanda has untapped potential
that presents lucrative investment opportunities in
the entire value chain from exploration to value
addition considering that Rwanda's mineral ores
produced in the country are exported as almost 100
per cent raw mineral concentrates.
The opportunities, the institution says, are also in
setting gemstones, cutting and polishing plants.
“The exploration and exploitation of gemstones is still
at a low level in Rwanda,” the Mining board says,
adding that the country possesses a variety of
gemstones. Dushimimana said that while gemstones
are locally available, “The investor's factory will be a
value addition on diamonds from various
destinations.” The CEO of Solex Rwanda, Solly Masilo
said that the factory could be set up in the Special
Economic Zone in Kigali.
“When I read about Rwanda, I was excited about the
government's vision. The Rwanda Mining Board will
be helping us with a place for small operations to
start with. But eventually, we are going to build our
factory for jewellery manufacturing, diamond and
gemstone cutting, and polishing in a special
economic zone where Aldango is because we are in
the same sector. We want to create that relationship,
chain of industries,” he said. Asked about the
estimated cost of investment to set up the factory, he
said it could cost millions of US dollars.

“We are still quantifying and can't give information
now but it is a huge amount,” he said.
Why invest in Rwanda
He said they came to Rwanda as it has good policies,
with an enabling environment for investment, and
that it is in a strategic place to access different
markets.
“Rwanda has availability of resources such as
gemstones as well as silver. And also, because we
are in the region that has minerals such as Tanzanite
in Tanzania and others such as gold and so forth,” he
said. He said they will be manufacturing jewellery to
supply both the local and international markets.
“Africa should take charge of its minerals for
industrialisation. Rwanda wants to be a mining hub
of Africa and the Rwanda Mining Board has
welcomed us. We attended CHOGM and exhibited our
products from gemstones, diamond, and silver,” he
said, adding that minerals should not be exported as
raw materials.
Locals to get six-month training
Masilo said that next month, they will bring
equipment to start small operations for jewellery
manufacturing as well as gemstone-diamond cutting
and polishing in Rwanda.
“With jewellery manufacturing, we will be employing
about 20 local people as a start. But that is not the
end,” he said. With diamond processing, he said they

will have a batch of between 20 and 40 people,
including local people, who will be trained for six
months.
“They will need more training as it requires 18
months to be seasoned. We will be taking people,
including some of the orphans of 1994 Genocide
against the Tutsi, to be able to skill them for
employment,” he said.
Rwanda's mineral-value targets
Despite production disruptions, Rwanda's mining
sector export revenues grew up to $730 million,
against an initial target of $600 million in 2020,
according to ofcial data from the Rwanda Mines,
Petroleum and Gas Board. However, recently, The
CEO of Rwanda Mines, Petroleum and Gas Board,
Yamina Karitanyi, encouraged mining operators to
embrace value addition to cushion the industry
against price uctuation and stabilise the country's
export revenues.
“Value addition will ensure we capitalise on our
country's mineral resources. We have to ensure
strategies to position the African continent to add
value to our minerals, such as signicantly
increasing Africa's renery capacity which would
benet our communities and turn Africa's
endowment of mineral resources into socially
responsible revenue growth and wealth,” she said.

ZAMBIA: NAMPUNDWE MINE IS KEY TO KCM OPERATIONS

K

onkola Copper Mines
(KCM) Provisional
Liquidator Ms. Celine Nair
has said the Nampundwe Mine which
produces pyrite, a key component in
the smelting process, continues to be
cardinal in the company's production
chain. Ms. Nair who undertook a
familiarisation tour of the mine
assured that the mine will continue to
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receive all the necessary support with
ke y i n v e s t m e n t s t o r a m p u p
production to the planned 5,000
tonnes a month by October 2022 from
the current 2,500 tonnes per month.
Over US$2 million has been spent
since 2020 on long-hall drilling
underground to liberate about 250,000
tonnes of mineable reserves. This is in

addition to other expenditures done to
improve production and extend the life
of mine.
She encouraged the employees to
continue working hard, further
assuring them that their jobs were
safe and that the government was
looking into the matter of liquidation
with the seriousness it deserves to

conclude it within the connes of the
law.
The Provisional Liquidator was
accompanied by her Agent Mr. Jason
Kazilimani, KCM General Manager
Corporate Affairs Shapi Shachinda,
Acting Director SmelterCo Ltd Ellie
Sampa and Nampundwe Mine
Manager Reuben Chongo.

www.miningconstruction-sadc.com
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KOMATSU AND CUMMINS TO COLLABORATE
ON ADVANCING DEVELOPMENT OF ZERO
EMISSIONS MINING HAUL TRUCKS

C

ummins Inc. a global power technology
leader and Komatsu Ltd., a global
provider of equipment and services for
the construction and mining industries, have signed
a memorandum of understanding to collaborate on
the development of zero-emissions haulage
equipment. Building on a legacy of diesel engine
partnership across a wide variety of mining and
construction equipment, Cummins and Komatsu will
initially focus on zero-emissions power technologies
including hydrogen fuel cell solutions for large mining
haul truck applications.

“Komatsu's deep expertise in mining and
equipment design and integration paired with
our advanced power technologies including
hydrogen fuel cells will accelerate
decarbonisation of mining equipment,” said
Amy Davis, Vice President and President of
New Power at Cummins. “The mining industry
has great potential to lead in adopting
renewable solutions.”
In August 2021, Komatsu announced its power
agnostic truck concept for a haulage vehicle that can
run on a variety of power sources, including dieselelectric, trolley, battery power and hydrogen fuel

www.miningconstruction-sadc.com

cells. Working with Cummins is complementary to
Komatsu's development of the power agnostic truck.
As a leading independent power provider in the
mining segment, Cummins provides unique
application understanding that is critical to
introducing reliable, quality products that can
withstand the harshest environments. Cummins has
a broad portfolio of batteries, fuel cell systems and
electrolyzers (for generating hydrogen), that are key
building blocks for decarbonization. Together, the two
companies have a long history in the global mining
market and strong technical capabilities necessary
to develop these new solutions.

“Cummins has been a long-term partner of
Komatsu and has been investing in the key
technologies required to support the energy
transition in mining,” said Masayuki Moriyama,
President of Komatsu's Mining Business
Division. “These are critical technologies for
helping mining customers reduce carbon
emissions and accelerate carbon neutrality.
Building on our partnership with Cummins, we
are working to accelerate sustainable solutions
for our customers.”
As a company, Komatsu is committed to minimizing

environmental impact through its business, targeting
a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions from use of its
products and production of its equipment by 2030
(compared to 2010 levels) and a challenge target of
achieving carbon neutrality by 2050.
Komatsu has worked to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions for customers through innovative product
development for decades in many areas including
electric diesel dump trucks, hybrid excavators,
electric power excavators, regenerative energy
storage capabilities and fuel saver programs.
Komatsu also announced in 2021 the creation of its
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) alliance with customers to
actively collaborate on product planning,
development, testing and deployment of the next
generation of zero-emission mining equipment and
infrastructure. The alliance's initial target is
advancing Komatsu's power-agnostic truck concept,
with a goal of commercial offering in 2030.
The collaboration with Komatsu is part of Cummins'
Destination Zero strategy to reduce the greenhouse
gas (GHG) and air quality impacts of its products and
reach net zero emissions by 2050. This commitment
requires changes to Cummins' products and the
energy sources that power them. Additionally,
Komatsu intends to explore further possibilities in
zero emissions mining haul truck development.
07
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W

eir Minerals Africa, which enjoyed
excellent attendance at its stand at
the last Electra Mining Africa in
2018, will once again be exhibiting its extensive
range of minerals processing equipment at this
year's show where it will have a capacious 300 m2
outdoor exhibit.
“After the cancellation of Electra Mining in 2020 due
to COVID, we see this year's event as an excellent
opportunity to see our customers and to display some
of our latest products and technology-driven
solutions,” said Rajen Govender, Regional Managing
Director of Weir Minerals Africa, which forms part of
the global, LSE-listed Weir Group.
“We're hoping to see not only our South African
customers at the stand but also our customers from
other parts of our region, including the Middle East,
Central Africa, West Africa, East Africa and SADC,
regions where we're currently experiencing a
significant upsurge in business. We're making a
special effort to send out invitations in advance to
ensure maximum face-to-face interaction with our
customers.”
Weir Minerals Africa is busy extending its sales and
service network across the African continent and the
Middle East, with a particular focus on West Africa,
which has emerged over the past two decades as one
of the world's growing mining regions. The company
already has branches in Ghana and Senegal and, in a
recent breakthrough, secured its rst major order for
Nigeria.
“Our strategic intent has always been to be where our
customers need us to be,” remarks Govender. “While
we are well represented throughout Africa and the
Middle East, we believe there are still opportunities to
extend our footprint – and the technologies we offer –
to countries where we currently have little or no
permanent presence.”
While the African reach of Weir Minerals Africa will be
highlighted at Electra Mining Africa, the company will
also be emphasising its signicant manufacturing
capability. Not only does it have factories in Isando
and Alrode in Gauteng but it also owns and operates
the Heavy Bay Foundry (HBF) at Gqeberha in the
Eastern Cape. This facility will soon be expanded,
increasing the capacity to serve the African market.
“We're very proud of our manufacturing facilities,
which are extremely sophisticated and which are
turning out products with a very high local content, in
some cases 100 %,” said Govender. “This capability
gives us a competitive edge in terms of costs,
customisation and fast turnaround of orders. Like
most companies, we have been affected by the
current disruption of the global supply chain but the
impact has been lessened by our ability to
manufacture locally.”

WEIR MINERALS AFRICA HAS BIG PLANS
FOR ELECTRA MINING
entire units on display.
“We will probably have a larger jaw crusher on
show,” said Govender. “Visitors can also expect to
see some of our Warman pumps, our rubber products
and hoses, the Enduron range of screens and HPGRs,
as well as our latest Cavex 2 hydrocyclone, which
marks a major leap forward in hydrocyclone
technology. Equipment that cannot physically be
accommodated on the stand will be represented by
3D models and illustrated via audio-visual displays.”
Weir Minerals Africa will make a particular point of
showcasing its digital capabilities, notably its
Synertrex® digital ecosystem that is easily
integrated into customers' existing systems.
Synertrex® technology enables customers to access
all recorded data of their Weir Minerals equipment,
as and when required. This information can be
integrated into existing control room systems in real
time or accessed remotely, around the clock, on any
device.
Another high-tech product on the stand will be the
Synertrex® InteliWear condition monitoring system
for hoses and spools, which can be accessed

remotely through a dedicated online dashboard. This
provides a complete solution to many of the problems
that are faced in maintaining hoses handling highly
abrasive materials. It eliminates the need for
physical inspections and averts costly downtime.
The Weir Minerals Africa exhibit will also highlight the
ability of the company's products to reduce
consumption of resources such as energy and water,
thereby allowing customers to achieve their
sustainability goals. A prime example is provided by
the Enduron® High Pressure Grinding Rolls (HPGR)
which can achieve energy savings of up to 40 % in
crushing and grinding.
“Our products and solutions address virtually every
aspect of comminution and minerals processing and
we will have many of our technical experts on the
stand to engage with visitors and explain how Weir
Minerals Africa's equipment can lower costs and
enhance productivity,” said Govender. “Electra
Mining Africa is a big commitment for us and we are
pulling out all the stops to ensure that visitors to our
stand will have a rewarding experience.”

All Weir Minerals Africa's world-class brands,
including Warman®, GEHO®, Cavex®, Enduron®,
Trio®, Delta Industrial™, Linatex® and Isodry™,
will be featured on the stand, although the sheer size
of some of the equipment will limit the ability to have
08
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CUSTOMISED DESIGN WINS ANGLOLAN CRANE
ORDER

A

n order for an overhead crane and gantry
specically designed to overcome
delivery and functionality constraints has
been placed by Consulmet Pty Ltd on crane and hoist
manufacturer Condra. Manufacture of the crane,
which is for a mine in Angola, began in April.
A customised proposal for a product designed and
manufactured in South Africa won through against
tenders submitted by several rival rms
headquartered abroad. There were two challenges.
First, the mine needed to be able to position the crane
over three milling and screening areas which will be
constructed in phases and serviced by multiple
conveyors on either side. Second, the nature of
access roads to the site dictated that the 28-metrespan crane be disassembled into 12-metre
containers.
Unsuccessful tenders put forward a variety of
designs based on portal crane congurations limited
to the rst mill only. These would have been unable to
service future units because of conveyors
interrupting the portal rail route. By contrast,
Condra's solution proposed a double-girder overhead
crane running along an extendable crane gantry
erected initially over just the rst milling area. The
gantry's legs will be sited between the conveyors to
allow uninterrupted crane movement over them. The
gantry will later be extended to allow the crane to
service additional milling areas as and when they are

www.miningconstruction-sadc.com

built. Road transport limitations were overcome by
designing the 26-metre-long overhead crane girders
to be spliced in two places, and by reducing gantry leg
height to match the 12-metre length of the atbed
transports. Additional completed gantry height will
be achieved by concrete plinths cast as part of the
milling area foundation, and by steel pedestals
incorporating the crane's end-carriages fastened
below the crane girders.
Effective lifting height after commissioning will be 16
metres. Consulmet Pty Ltd's 50-ton crane and 29metre-long gantry will rst assist with milling area
construction before its role moves to plant
maintenance. Condra will draw on several decades
of spliced girder experience during the manufactured
of this crane, which is a scaled-down replica of an
80-ton machine installed at a Rustenburg mine.
Each 26-metre box girder will be delivered in three
sections manufactured with built-in camber, then
spliced on site in two places ahead of installation. At
the splices, steel plates welded to the four inside
faces of the male section will deliver a friction grip to
reinforce girder strength and integrity beyond that
delivered by the splice bolts alone. Bolt holes will be
reamed and the bolts themselves machined for an
exact t that will retain camber after assembly.
“This proves once again that a bespoke, designedfor-purpose approach to the customer's

requirements will usually carry the day,” commented
Condra's managing director, Marc Kleiner.
“It would have saved the customer money to
manufacture girders integrally, but road routes to
some African mines continue to present obstacles to
the steerable dollies needed for delivery,” he
explained.
“In this case, no crane component will exceed the
stipulated twelve-metre load length of the ve semitrailer trucks that will carry everything to site.”
To be operated in the open air, the 50-tonner's box
girders are sufciently large to need Condra's
patented storm brakes against wind loading.
Anemometers will activate these safety devices in
two stages, rst sounding a siren at a wind speed of
50 km/h, then automatically engaging the storm
brakes at a wind speed of 70 km/h, overriding crane
operation and securing the machines against further
movement.
Weather covers will protect all motors, and the crane
will feature frequency drives throughout. Both of the
crane's 26-metre-span box girders will be tted with
full-length walkways. Crane control will be by radio
remote with pendant back-up.
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THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY SHOULD NOT DELAY IN
HARNESSING THE BENEFITS OF REMANUFACTURING

T

he repercussions of the war in
Ukraine – which is showing no
signs of ending any time soon – are
affecting all economy sectors throughout the
world. In the construction industry,
companies are having to deal with higher
production costs, as well as delays in
materials and equipment procurement and
delivery, all as a result of rapidly rising fuel
prices and constrained supply chains.
While there is no quick x to the situation,
every crisis brings new opportunities.
Databuild CEO Morag Evans believes that
the construction industry should look more
closely at remanufacturing – a trend that is
rapidly gaining traction worldwide – as it
offers a practical solution to companies
seeking ways to cut costs in these
challenging times.
“When equipment fails on a construction
site, it's not unheard of for the entire project
site to come to a standstill for weeks at a
time while everyone waits for the equipment
to be repaired.
“While it is quicker to replace the broken
components with new ones, these new parts

are generally expensive and the replaced
parts usually end up as industrial waste.
“Project owners should rather seriously
consider the purchase of remanufactured
equipment, which often comes at half the
cost of a new machine.”
The perception that remanufactured
equipment and products are not as reliable
as their new counterparts is completely
false, Evans points out.
“Not to be confused with repaired or
recycled products, remanufacturing
involves rebuilding or renovating used
products to the same condition and original
factory specication as a new product,” she
explains.
“Each individual component is meticulously
cleaned, inspected and rigorously tested
before being used in the remanufactured
product.
“As a result, remanufactured equipment
often delivers higher levels of performance
and reliability and a longer life span.”

Numerous benefits
Besides cost-effectiveness, purchasing
remanufactured equipment offers
numerous other benets.
One of the biggest advantages is that it is
environmentally friendly. Because a large
proportion of the product's original
components are reused, remanufacturing
plays a signicant role in helping to meet
carbon reduction targets.
Another benet of using remanufactured
equipment means construction companies
don't have to spend time and money on
training on new equipment, Evans
continues. “Employees are already familiar
with the equipment once it has been
remanufactured and can start using it
immediately.”
Remanufacturing is also good for the
national economy in that it strengthens local
industries by reducing the country's reliance
on foreign imports. “Localisation forms a key
component of government's post-pandemic
economic reconstruction plan and
remanufacturing could play an integral role
in helping to achieve this objective,” Evans
concludes.

ZAMBIAN MINING DELEGATION LEARN FROM GHANA
A six-member delegation from Zambia paid a visit to the Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources to familiarise themselves with operations of the ministry.

Z

ambia's Minister of Mines and Minerals
Development, Paul C. Kabuswe, the
delegation focused particularly on issues
relating to the mining sector in Ghana.
Sharing ideas
Speaking during a brief meeting, chaired by a Deputy
Minister of Mines, George Mireku Duker, on behalf of
the sector Minister, Samuel A. Jinapor, Mr. Kabuswe
said his visit to Ghana was to basically study
Ghana's small-scale mining sector, exchange ideas
and learn best practices in the mining space.
He noted that for Africa to thrive and prosper through
its own efforts and resources, there must be stronger
and closer collaboration among African countries.
"We need to collaborate and share ideas to help
harness our resources as Africans and liberate
ourselves economically. This is because we are not
yet economically powerful as a continent and so it is
time to sit together and exchange views and not stay
aloof," he said.
Discovery of gold
Mr. Kabuswe said Zambia had recently discovered
gold and wanted to embark on very robust minerals
10

exploration to ensure the gold did not end up in the
wrong hands. He added that the Zambian
government was mapping up the entire country too,
among others, to help understand the extent of
mineral deposits in the country. The minister noted
that his country had taken the decision to clean up
the licensing system.
"Mining starts at the licensing stage and if you don't
get it right from the beginning, you miss the point.
Therefore, you must get it right from the beginning,"
he explained. He said to ensure an all-inclusive
system, the government had set itself on a path to
reorganise the mining sector in Zambia with a new
mining policy framework. He noted that Africa had
the human resource to achieve whatever goals it set
for itself. Improvement Responding, Mr. Duker
updated the delegation on Ghana's efforts to improve
the mining sector through a strong regulatory
framework and decentralisation. He expressed
delight that Zambia had shown interest in Ghana's
mining sector, adding that about 500 companies had
also shown similar interest, especially the
opportunities that existed in the country.

In value addition, Mr. Duker said the government,
through the ministry, had set up agencies, such as
the Ghana Integrated Iron and Steel Development
Corporation and the Ghana Integrated Aluminium
Development Corporation, to promote and develop
an integrated bauxite, aluminum, iron and steel
industry. He said as part of Ghana's contribution to
the Minamata Convention, the government had
procured mercury-free mining equipment which
efciently recovered more gold for artisanal and
small- scale miners and also encouraged
responsible mining. The delegation also paid a
similar visit to the Minerals Commission and the
Precious Minerals and Marketing Company, which
among others, promotes the development of
precious minerals and jewelry in the country.

Value addition

www.miningconstruction-sadc.com

10th ZAMBIA INTERNATIONAL MINING AND ENERGY CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION

“THE SYNERGY BETWEEN MINING AND ENERGY:
DEVELOPING SUFFICIENT SUSTAINABLE ENERGY TO
SATISFY ZAMBIA’S MINERAL PRODUCTION GOALS”

NOW AT THE HEART OF COPPERBELT

1 - 3 NOVEMBER 2022
GARDEN COURT HOTEL
KITWE, ZAMBIA

www.zimeczambia.com |

#ZimeC2022

SUPPORTED BY

Zambia
Ministry of Energy

Ministry of Mines and
Minerals Development

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS
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THE RISE OF URANIUM AND ITS POTENTIAL FOR
THE NAMIBIAN ECONOMYWritten by Tomas Aipanda and Festus Nampweya

U

ranium prices had remained low for more
than a decade, following Japan's
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant
accident in 2011, which sparked a sharp decline in
the demand for nuclear energy. However, over the
past few months we have witnessed a rapid turn of
fortunes in the price of uranium over a short period of
time. Uranium is currently trading at $50/lb, which is
a 170% increase in less than 36 months. So, what is
driving this price increase, and what does it mean for
our country?
What is Driving the Uranium Surge
The uranium spot price increase has been driven by
institutional investors, most notably Sprott Physical
Uranium Trust (SPUT). SPUT is a closed-ended trust
created to invest and hold substantially all of its
assets in physical uranium. SPUT, the world's largest
physical uranium fund, has been on a buying spree
since it was launched in July 2021. It reportedly holds
50.4 million pounds of U3O8 as of March 2022, and
this quantity has risen 13.8% from February gures.
Due to the ongoing crisis between Russia and
Ukraine, there is widespread panic in Western Europe
for security of energy supply. Europe heavily relies on
gas supply from Russia, and because of this market
disruption countries are now scrambling for
alternative energy sources. Obvious capacity
limitations on renewables combined with mounting
pressure to reduce carbon emissions from fossil
fuels puts nuclear energy back in the race for clean
energy.
Unbeknown to many, Namibia was the 2nd largest
uranium producer in 2021, superseded only by
Kazakhstan. Russia and Ukraine follow closely and
are also among the top 10 world's leading uranium
producers. The rising instability in the eastern region
has exerted additional pressure on uranium supply,
thereby accelerating further price increase.
Whether these prices can be sustained remains a
debate but the following should be considered in
demystifying the role of uranium.
1. Nuclear energy still has the highest energy
capacity factor of 92.5%, followed only by
geothermal energy at 74.3%, while solar energy has
the lowest capacity factor at 24.9%. This makes
Nuclear energy the most viable, carbon free, base
load globally.
2. Nuclear ssion does not produce any carbon
emissions during power generation while coal
produces carbon dioxide. Additionally, for each
kilogram of Uranium, 20,000kg of coal would be
required to produce the equivalent amount of energy.
This is relevant as the world and Namibia gears
towards clean and carbon neutral energy.
3. Radioactive waste is negligible in comparison to
12

the enormous amount of energy produced. Assuming
Namibia's demand stands at 600 MW, an equivalent
size nuclear plant would only produce 15 tonnes of
High Level radioactive Waste (HLW) whilst an
equivalent coal plant will produce 6 million tonnes of
Carbon Dioxide.
4. Lastly, analysis of the Levelised Cost of Electricity
(LCOE) shows signicant variability when it comes to
the cost comparison of solar or nuclear generated
electricity. The costs differ depending on the entity or
institution doing the estimation. The International
Energy Agency (IEA), Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) & National Environment
Agency (NEA) closely estimate the cost to be about
US$88/MWh for solar and US$63/MWh for nuclear.
These gures indicate that nuclear energy is still
competitive when compared to solar.
The World Nuclear Organization reports that roughly
440 nuclear power reactors with a combined
capacity of approximately 390 Gigawatts are now
operational in 32 nations, with an additional 55
reactors are under development in 19 countries.
What Does This Price Increase Mean for Namibia?
Namibia is the second largest producer of Uranium
but also holds the 7th largest resources of Uranium.
Rossing Uranium & Swakop Uranium are the main
producers in Namibia and have accounted for 6,784
tonnes of Uranium production in 2021. A 200%
increase in spot price means mining companies can
gain increased revenue and government can collect
increased royalties. Although majority of mines
hedge their uranium production through long term
supply contracts with xed prices, there is a clear
benet and opportunity to sell surplus production at
spot price.
Namibia currently has two uranium mines that have
closed or placed on care and maintenance due to the
previously low uranium prices. In addition, three
other uranium projects have halted exploration and
feasibility studies due to the fall of uranium prices
between 2011-2019.
Increased demand for uranium, coupled with rising
uranium prices, would undoubtedly motivate
Namibian miners to reopen mines that have
otherwise been placed on care and maintenance.
These mines have the ability to close a 40-millionpound production gap between present mine output
and utility demand. Increased uranium spot prices
will also drive additional investment in uranium
exploration in order to identify additional production
potential in the vast resource base in the Erongo
region.
Potential Mines and Their Impact
Langer Heinrich Uranium was placed on care and
maintenance in 2018 due to the low Uranium prices.

At its peak, Langer Heinrich employed around 500
permanent employees and produced 2,000 tonnes of
uranium per annum. Due to improved uranium
prices, Paladin Energy has now secured funding to
restart Langer Heinrich by 2023, with a LoM (Life of
Mine) of 17 years.
Bannerman Resources' Etango project could
potentially become the second biggest Uranium Mine
after Swakop Uranium due to its large shallow
resource base. Bannerman will complete the
bankable feasibility of its scaled down Etango-8
project in September 2022 and could signal the
construction and start of the mine.
Norasa's Valencia Mine completed a denitive
feasibility study in 2015 and has enabled declaration
of proven and probable reserves that can sustain a
11 Mt/ year processing plant and a 15-year life of
mine. Norasa is seeking strategic partners to develop
this project which should be eminent given the
current uranium prices.
Deep Yellow's Reptile project at its Tumas and Tubas
deposits are still largely at exploration phase apart
from the Tumas Deposit that was approved to
proceed to denitive feasibility study. Tumas is
estimated to have a life of mine of 11 years to exploit
its 104 Mlb Uranium resource base.
The above projects all have the potential to transform
the entire Erongo region into an industrial hub. In the
same light, they have the potential to jump start the
economy with much needed jobs in the shortest time.
These projects combined have the capacity to absorb
at least 3,000 jobs within the next 3 years should the
current Uranium prices be maintained. The
infrastructure & skills in Namibia are fully developed
for all the projects to be constructed, developed and
operated by Namibians.
What Should be Done?
With this much potential to be developed in the
uranium subsector, it is imperative that policy
makers take an intentional and proactive position to
actively advocate for uranium at all relevant local and
international platforms. Uranium has long been
neglected despite its relevance in a carbon free or
green energy future. Green hydrogen has been
exclusively singled out as a national strategy on
energy transition but the conversation should be
expanded to include the exploitation of uranium
which is a signicant clean energy source.
Namibia stands to benet greatly from the eminent
uranium boom and thus must be clear and
unequivocal in its quest to promote Namibia as a
preferred source and producer of uranium. Policy
should be adopted to fast track the exploitation of
these resources so as to attract foreign direct
investment and create much needed jobs in the
mining industry.
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THE FUTURE OF FLOTATION – DRIVING
EFFICIENCY WITH A MODERN APPROACH

I

n mining, the process of otation
is used to separate concentrates
from their ores.
It is a general mineral processing
technique used for almost all metals,
as well as some non-metals such as
coal and phosphates.
Essentially, the otation process
concentrates the value mineral to the
point where the smelter will accept it,
effectively reducing the overall mass
to be processed.
Mass Pulls and the Need for Greater
Efficiency
“As we look forward to the future of
mining, research within the otation
eld is essential to increase
efciencies and nd better ways to
achieve greater results within the
same processes,” says Petrus
Jordaan, Metallurgist at Minopex, a
DRA Global Company.
Finding otation reagents with greater
selectivity could be a key value driver
in the search for greater efciency.

Research Driving a Modern
Approach
For this reason, Jordaan embarked on
a research journey to determine how
better results could be achieved.
The research focused on the platinum
sector and was carried out at one of
the Minopex operated and maintained
Concentrators.
The research conrmed that, sound
otation operating principles have led
to a higher-than-average platinum
recovery rate of around 80 to 83%
(above the usual 75 to 80%).
“However, that still means you're
effectively throwing away a good fth
of your valuable material,” says
Jordaan.
He conrms that it's a calculation of
economics with the smelters.
“Although it is working, seeking
continuous improvement and greater
efciency is crucial to driving ongoing
operational improvements.
With the research we conducted, the

goal was to improve the recovery,
offering mines a huge advantage.”
A Targeted Approach
While most interventions focus on
overall recovery improvement,
Jordaan's research went further
considering the individual elements in
the platinum group metal baskets
(platinum, gold, palladium, rhodium,
ethidium), to determine the effect of
adjustments on each individual
element.
“As we began testing multiple different
mixtures of dithiophosphates and
dithiocarbonates, the goal was to
determine whether we could target the
more expensive elements to try and
improve their recovery specically,”
states Jordaan.
“With this targeted approach, we are
developing reagents with a higher
selectivity that drive greater value.”
The Research Results: Blends for
Success

Throughout the research, various
lessons were learnt, and several
hypotheses proven and disproven.
With this information at hand, Jordaan
and team were able to identify which
reagents were most effective in
improving the recovery of the more
expensive metals.
The Future for Flotation at Minopex
The team will continue to test and
rene reagent blends to ensure the
best possible recovery, with the most
economic processes.
The team is also actively pursuing the
development of effective reagents to
re-treat previous waste from the mine,
ensuring any valuable material left in
the waste can also be recovered.

LARGEST NICKEL MINE IN AFRICA LAUNCHED IN ZAMBIA

P

resident Hakainde Hichilema
says the newly a US$250
million Enterprise Nickel mine
project in Kalumbila district is important as
it will provide raw materials for the
production of electric motor vehicle
batteries.
Mr Hichilema says development will also
help the country make the vision of moving
into a clean and environmental friendly
nation a reality.
Designed to process 4 million tonnes of ore
and produce around 28,000 tonnes of
nickel per year, Enterprise will provide an
estimated 700 permanent jobs while
making Zambia the largest nickel producer
on the continent and the 10th largest
producer of the highly sought-after mineral
in the world. The President made the
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remarks when he ofciated at the ground
breaking ceremony for a project which is
part of the US$1.35 billion expansion
investment by First Quantum Minerals
(FQM).
The project which will be the biggest nickel
producer in Africa is expected to create
about 18,000 direct and indirect jobs.
“The vision of Zambia moving from a
brown energy to green energy is slowly
becoming a reality with such projects
coming on board,” Mr Hichilema said.
The head of state said the project will also
create jobs and household income for the
local people as well as generate revenue
for the country adding that the revenue
generated through taxes will be channeled
to other needy areas such as procurement
of desks and drugs.

” This project is important for our country,
as it will create jobs for our people and food
in homes, this is an important
consideration for us when embarking on
any project,” he said.
Mr Hichilema said there is need to create
long lasting relationships between the
community and investors because both
parties are beneciaries.
He said government will for this reason
continue working with partners and
investors in reducing poverty, creating jobs
and income for the local people.
Speaking at the groundbreaking ceremony,
FQM CEO Tristan Pascall said: “If the last
few years have taught us anything, it is that
stability is paramount. As key players in an
industry where geopolitical security is so
important, the hard work that Zambia has
put into protecting that peace and stability
does not go unnoticed. Zambia certainly is
a prime investment destination for us.
“With over a quarter century of experience
under our belt, we appreciate the
importance of working hand-in-hand with
stakeholders and aligning with government
mandates. Soon to become our third
operation here, Enterprise project is in our
books, a vote of condence from – and for
– the Zambian government and the
Zambian people. It is a vote of condence
i n o u r c o n t i n u e d t r a n s p a r e n c y,

responsibility and operational excellence.”
“We have been ready to make such an
investment for a long time but have been
waiting for the conditions to be right, both
in terms of the country's mining policy and
the global mineral market.” President
Hichilema, who on multiple occasions has
referred to himself as the country's Chief
Marketing Ofcer, has made leveraging
Zambia's advantageous business
environment to grow and diversify the
mining industry a number one priority.
“The new administration's assurance of a
more stable, transparent investment
environment that will be intolerant to
corruption and governed by environmental,
social and governance best practices was
the nudge of encouragement we needed for
this new project,” said FQM Zambia
Country Manager General Kingsley
Chinkuli. With the opening of this new
operation, the President has secured more
jobs, more income, and more opportunities
for locals to benet from local procurement
spend and corporate social investment.
This leap to secure Zambia's stake in the
EV battery market will not only shift the
country's economic dependence from
copper but will also unlock fresh
opportunities for business and innovation
in the nickel value chain.
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MOMENTUM BEHIND COLLISION
PREVENTION ON MINES
All mining operations must observe strict health and safety regulations to mitigate the risk of collisions between pedestrians
and vehicles and between vehicles.

T

echnology to prevent collisions on mine
sites has been rapidly advancing, but its
application is no simple matter. Booyco
Electronics CEO Anton Lourens says that – despite
the challenges – there is both the will and the
collaboration to allow mines to benet from the
innovations in this eld.
While Proximity Detection Systems (PDSs) have been
around for little more than 15 years, the offerings on
the market today are streets ahead of what was rst
made available; this complexity has to be well
managed by the sector if the solutions are to be
effective.
“The technological developments – combined with
the various legal requirements – have led to quite a
complex playing eld,” says Anton Lourens, CEO of
Collision Prevention System (CPS) pioneer Booyco
Electronics. “The evolution of PDS into more

functional CPS technologies has only been possible
through intense collaboration between mines, thirdparty suppliers and original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs).”
Putting a PDS or CPS solution in place in a mining
operation requires a proper risk assessment to be
done.
He notes that in South Africa, the Minerals Council
has taken a proactive role in facilitating industry
cooperation, supported by the leadership of mining
companies which are actively pursuing the
implementation of these systems even while
regulations are still evolving.
“There has been global collaboration in PDS and CPS
systems for many years through the Earth Moving
Equipment Safety Round Table (EMESRT) – an
ongoing process in which Booyco Electronics
partakes,” he says. “It is encouraging to see the
commitment at a local level too, which ensures that
CPS technology has a real impact on mine safety.”

A PDS or CPS solution is a potentially game-changing
safety device that will improve workers' wellbeing in
their daily working environment. The take-up of
Booyco PDS technology has seen over 6500 sets of
mining vehicle equipment installed across southern
Africa and more than 56 000 pedestrians supplied
with PDS equipment.
He highlights that CPS suppliers are continuously
driven to improve the functionality and performance
of their systems. As importantly, those systems must
safely integrate with the OEM machines in a
systematic and sustainable way so that progress is
based on a mutually agreed framework.
“A key step forward in this regard was the industry's
adoption of the ISO 21815-2 standard, which
facilitates better integration between third party CPS
suppliers and OEM equipment,” says Lourens. “By
dening how this equipment should interface with
each other, the standard creates a solid safety
foundation for progress.”
The basis of effective collision prevention
remains the identication of 'signicant risk', he
argues; this is also a legal requirement in terms
of the Mine Health and Safety Act. Only once a
mine's specic risks have been well dened, can
a suitable CPS strategy be devised and
implemented.
“This also makes the choice of technology more
rational, as the mine will be clear about what it
wants the CPS solution to achieve,” he says. “It
is unrealistic to expect any single technology to
provide a 'silver bullet' for risk management.”
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GOING MOBILE WITH MINEWARE CONSULTING
THE SYNCROMINE MOBILE PLATFORM ENABLES THE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING OF WORK ORDERS AND TASKS ONTO A MOBILE PLATFORM FOR EASE OF USE AND BETTER MANAGEMENT
OVERSIGHT WITHIN ANY MINING OPERATION.
Digital revolution in modern mining

M

obile apps are
transforming the
mining industry along
with the rest of modern life, playing
their part to improve safety,
productivity and planning.
Mobile technology can be useful in
several areas of mine operations, and
is already transforming activities from
planning to the prevention of fatalities
and injuries. Mineware's safety
module, part of the Syncromine
software suite, is a case in point.
.
There are now several apps designed
specically for the unique needs of the
mining industry, with Mineware a
leader in this eld.These apps digitise
numerous mining processes, and are
used for collecting and managing
critical information around issues like
mine safety management or
asset/vehicle tracking. Mining apps
can save users hundreds of work
hours as they come with customizable
templates, forms, and checklists for
several mining and processing
operations. In addition, they are easy
to share and are compatible with most
modern smartphones and other
portable devices, allowing digital data
to be used effectively.

The main advantage of using mobile
devices ofine is mobility and the
ability to maintain connectivity even in
remote underground areas.This
means that accidents or work orders
can be logged immediately and on site,
speeding up the process as a whole.
Taking mobile to the rockface
There are a number of mobile
applications available in the mining
industry as a whole, but none are fully
integrated into one comprehensive
unit, like that of the Syncromine
System.
The Syncromine mobile platform

enables the effective management
and scheduling of workorders and
tasks onto a mobile platform
throughout the integrated Syncromine
Platform
The system enables the users to
manage daily risk through risk
assessments checklist enabling realtime updates on outcomes and inviting
immediate action on any noncompliances raised, thereby
addressing safety pain-points. Noncompliances and escalations are then
managed through the Integrated
Syncromine API Communication and
Workow Layer, which is aligned to
management reporting , for effective

and immediate action and evaluation.
The mobile platform also enables the
real-time management of standalone
modules such as the Electronic Shift
boss logbook within the system itself,
which ultimately improves operational
performance.
In short, Mineware's mobile offerings
allow real-time data to be logged on
site, allowing greater control and ease
of use for workers and managers alike.
For more information about this mobile
application and other Mineware
operational software solutions for
mines, please visit their website.
www.mineware.co.za

VEDANTA COMMIT TO PAY US$220 TO SUPPLIERS UPON RETURN OF FULL CONTROL OF KCM

W

e have set aside US$220 million to
dismantle outstanding debt to
small and medium contractors in a
bid to reduce liabilities and aid the growth of
businesses. As Vedanta, we remain committed to
offsetting the liabilities. Understandably KCM
through its Provisional Administrator has not paid the
majority of creditors during the last three years
resulting in a multi-fold increase in outstanding
supplier and contractor liabilities. Vedanta is
committed to paying KCM suppliers specically
small suppliers up to US$ 220 million which was due
as of May 2019 when the provisional liquidator was
appointed. Vedanta is desirous that once it takes full
control of KCM, it will ensure that Zambian small
businesses are prioritized in its supply chain.
A procurement programme will be put in place and
will work hand in hand with all key stakeholders
including the Association of Mine Suppliers and
16

Contractors, in identifying Zambian small
businesses and will avail them with support and
medium-term contracts so that they can grow with
KCM. This will be included in a framework agreement
that will be entered into between KCM, Vedanta,
ZCCM IH, and the government. This agreement will be
auditable on a bi-annual basis by an independent
rm to verify all parties complying with their
commitments under the framework agreement.
Meanwhile, we have noted with concern the fall in
copper prices which have dropped below $7,500 a
ton by last Wednesday as fears of a global economic
slowdown piles pressure on industrial metals from
record highs it recorded a few months ago. This
development will bring economic stress to Zambia.
The mineral Copper is an economic and social
backbone of Zambia and mining is a critical sector of
the economy of Zambia that contributes quite
signicantly to economic growth and a contributor to

the GDP of the country. Vedanta Resources remains
resolute in playing a part in revitalizing Zambia's
economy in mine development of KCM, serving the
community and workforce in a more responsible
manner through a structured programme and
through an independent trust to empower the youth
and women among others.
We successfully operated KCM for 15 years and
invested $ 3 billion which included $1.3 billion in
sustaining CAPEX and $1.7 billion into project CAPEX.
This investment was funded through cash generated
from KCM operations and $1.5 billion by way of a
Vedanta shareholder loan to KCM and further makes
a commitment to investing $1 Billion in KCM growth
strategies that will include exploration and mine
development, processing, and value addition to
copper using both upstream and downstream
linkages.
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KIBALI DRIVES SUSTAINABLE
VALUE CREATION

T

he Kibali gold mine's investment in the
Democratic Republic of Congo now exceeds
$4 billion and it has created a thriving
regional economy in a remote part of the country
through partnering with and mentoring local
entrepreneurs, uplifting host communities and
upgrading essential infrastructure.
At a media brieng here today, Barrick president and
chief executive Mark Bristow said Kibali was not only
Africa's largest gold mine, but it was also a global
leader in automation, sustainability initiatives, clean
energy and skills training.
“Thanks to Barrick's policy of local employment and
advancement, 94% of Kibali's workforce, including
its management, are Congolese nationals.
It is now also driving the employment of women in the
traditionally male-dominated mining industry
through targeted recruitment campaigns and
development programs designed to equip them for
rewarding careers at all levels of the organisation,”
he said.
Kibali is on track to meet its full-year production

guidance and has again posted an injury-free
quarter. Its three world-class hydropower stations
are mitigating the impact of higher fuel prices and
signicantly reducing the mine's carbon footprint.
Bristow said the stations were built well before
climate change became a priority issue,
demonstrating Barrick's long-standing commitment
to sustainability in all its activities.
Kibali's gold reserves have grown net of depletion for
three successive years, and ongoing conversion
drilling is expected to continue this trend, despite
producing in excess of 5.7Moz of gold to date1.
Ongoing exploration is delivering new growth
opportunities with the potential to grow the mineral
resource base beyond the original feasibility study.

Kibali also continues to invest in the future of Africa's
biodiversity through its support for the Garamba
National Park which has seen a substantial increase
in the giraffe population and the near-elimination of
elephant poaching.
It is also sponsoring a project for the reintroduction of
white rhino into the park, critical in the long-term
campaign to protect this endangered species.

Local sustainability projects include the construction
of a world-class aquaponics farm and the erection of
a vocational and technical training centre to promote
capacity building in the community. Implementation
of the cahier des charges mechanism has started,
following its approval by the government. This will
add to the current commitment of investing 0.3% of

“Kibali's journey has created enormous value for all
its stakeholders and it's a standout example of what
mutually benecial partnerships can achieve.
Its great gold endowment means that it has a long
future ahead as an engine for economic growth and
community development,” Bristow said.

Between passion and innovation, lies
our obsession

www.miningconstruction-sadc.com

revenue in community projects identied in
consultation with the mine's community
development committees.
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SKF AND ABB INCREASE COLLABORATION
ON INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING SIGNED TO FACILITATE POSSIBLE FUTURE STRATEGIC COLLABORATIONS AND NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

S

KF and ABB have entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to
explore the possibilities for a collaboration
in the automation of manufacturing processes. The
MoU was signed at ABB9s Robotics Experience
Center in Västerås, Sweden, by SKF CEO Rickard
Gustafson and ABB CEO Björn Rosengren.
Following the successful delivery of a number of
projects in SKF's global manufacturing network,
including in Gothenburg, where a eet of industrial
robots from ABB are installed in the bearing
manufacturer9s state-of-the-art factory, the two
companies are now taking the next step in their
collaboration. Through the partnership, SKF and ABB
will identify and evaluate solutions to improve
manufacturing capabilities and support clients9
increased production efciency. As a rst step, SKF's
investments in automation and clean manufacturing
processes will act as a testbed, focused on
decreasing CO2 emissions from SKF's operations.
Longer-term, the parties intend to explore new
business opportunities in both traditional and new
market segments, where both companies bring
experiences within a wide range of industries.

“We are increasing the automation of our
production facilities in all our regions, in order to
stay ahead of our competition and improve our
environmental performance. This also enables a
more flexible and safer working environment. ABB is
an important partner for us in this area and we, as
two leading industrial companies, will continue to
develop innovative solutions to further increase the
competitiveness of our customers.
Björn Rosengren, CEO of ABB, said:“The demand for
automation is increasing, driven by declining
working age populations, rising labor costs, and

industrys efforts to create resource-efficient
operations in the transition to more sustainable
manufacturing. I am therefore pleased to announce
this deepened partnership alongside SKF, further
strengthening our technical leadership”.
Recently, the two companies have signed contracts
for the delivery of specic projects in the eld of
advanced manufacturing automation, robotic
random bin-picking or installations of innovative
logistics automation solutions in more complex
industrial workshops within SKF's manufacturing
footprint, thus making it possible to see how robots
can enable quality assurance of detail management.

Rickard Gustafson, President and CEO of SKF, said
18
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GOVERNMENT AND
STAKEHOLDERS TO DISCUSS
INVESTMENT IN LOGISTICS

E

xperts are optimistic about economic gains
Rwanda could get by establishing itself as a
regional logistics hub, to improve the supply
chain and facilitate trade among African countries.
Earlier this year, the World Bank, in a report on
Rwanda themed 'Boosting regional integration in the
post-Covid era,' stated that Rwanda, serving as an
intermediating node between the East and Central
Africa regions, offers prospects to increase revenues
and generate efciency gains through the
concentration of logistics services.
Given Rwanda's location, conducive business and
trading environment, there is an opportunity for it to
become a strong regional logistics hub, Antoine
Kajangwe, Director General of Trade and Investment
in the Ministry of Trade and Industry said.
He also highlighted how the country is at a level of

competition with neighbouring countries in terms of
transportation of cargo and even in efciency of
services.
“In many ways, we are able to make progress across
the region but when you don't have trade logistics,
then you are forced to import from distant countries
because they have a way of getting products to you.”
Rwanda has already made steps in establishing itself
as a logistics hub with the Kigali Logistics Platform,
an inland container depot that is soon to become a
dry port within the country, he highlighted.
However, there still needs improvement in service
delivery and economies of scale to drive down the
cost, hence, become competitive, he added.
The World Bank estimates the value of transport
services from Kenya to Rwanda to be approximately
$50 million per annum.
According to the Central Bank, Rwanda spent $3,201

million on merchandise imports in 2021, an increase
of 16.5 percent from the previous year as the country
shipped in more inputs to support growing domestic
industrial production.
Kajangwe said: “It is an expensive sector, whether
you are looking at freight equipment, ships,
containers, railways, roads, it requires a lot of
coordination amongst governments to invest in
infrastructure and facilitate trade.”
He mentioned that the right investments can be
targeted in infrastructure, warehouses, and
transport trucks, much as freight forwarding is a
business that has grown over the last 10 to 15 years.
Cynthia Kamau, Country Representative of Kenya
Ports Authority in Rwanda, observed that there is
great potential for the country to become a regional
logistics hub but underlined a low number of players
in the sector, which also contributes to the high costs
in the sector.
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METSO OUTOTEC TO DELIVER WORLD'S LARGEST
PREMIER™GRINDING MILLS TO KANSANSHI COPPER MINE
IN ZAMBIA

C

anadian First Quantum Minerals (FQM)
has awarded an order to Metso Outotec
for two very large horizontal grinding mills
for the company's copper mine expansion in Zambia.
The delivery from Metso Outotec features two Planet
Positive Premier™ grinding mills, the largest Premier
grinding mills the company has ever delivered, with a
combined installed power of 50 MW.
The Metso Outotec Megaliner™ and Metso Outotec
metallic mill lining, as well as a high-performance
discharge system, will be installed in the ball mill and

the SAG mill, respectively, to meet the demands for
efcient and quick replacement of the lining systems
and to guarantee a long wear life, the company said.
FQM's Kansanshi mine, located near Solwezi in the
North-western Province of Zambia, is among the
largest copper mines in the world and the largest in
Africa. First Quantum Minerals is currently working
on its further expansion (the Kansanshi S3
Expansion), which includes a standalone 25 Mt/y
processing plant that will increase copper production
substantially.

Once the expansion is completed, copper production
f r o m Ka n s a n s h i i s e x p e c t e d t o a v e r a g e
approximately 250,000 t/y for the remaining life of
the mine to 2044.
The Premier horizontal grinding mills are
customisable solutions built on state-of-the-art
grinding mill technology, process expertise, and
design capability, Metso Outotec says. The Premier
horizontal grinding mills are engineered to “excel and
create vast possibilities” for customers and
applications.

ANGOLA AWARDS $333M TO TRAFIGURA
CONSORTIUM TO
IMPROVE CONGO
RAIL LINK

A

ngola's ministry of
transport has awarded a
tender to a Tragura
consortium to operate and expand rail
infrastructure to speed up commodity
imports from the Democratic Republic
of Congo.
Congo, Africa's biggest copper
producer, exports copper, cobalt, and
other metals in trucks via Tanzania or
South Africa, which takes several
weeks because of congestion and
customs delays.
As part of a 30-year concession
agreement, the consortium has agreed
to invest $256 million in
infrastructure, $73 million in rolling
stock and $4.3 million in other
26
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activities, Angola's transport ministry
said, to improve the Lobito corridor.
Begun by Angola's former colonial
ruler Portugal in 1899, the corridor
links Angola's seaport of Lobito with
Luau in eastern Angola, near the
border with Congo.
The Angolan transport ministry said in
its statement the improved rail
corridor could contribute between $1.6
and $3.4 billion to Angola's GDP, and
generate revenues for the government
of around $2.03 billion in total over 30
years.
It said it would also increase
competition in the logistics space by
offering a viable alternative to road
transportation, and could lead to lower

freight transport tariffs.
Tragura said the renewed corridor
would use existing rail infrastructure,
remove trucks from the roads and offer
“considerable cost and time savings
for miners in the Copperbelt to export
to international markets”.
The improved rail link is expected to
carry, annually, 1.7 million tonnes of
cargo by its fth year of operation, 3
million tonnes by the 10th year and 5
million tonnes by the 20th year,
Tragura said. It expects the 30-year
concession agreement to be signed in
the coming weeks.

The concession can be extended by 20
years if the consortium decides to
build a rail link between Luacano in
Angola and the Zambian border town
of Jimbe.
Geneva-based commodities trader
Tragura and global construction rm
Mota-Engil Engenharia e Construcao
Africa each hold a 49.5% stake in the
consortium, with rail operator Vecturis
holding the remaining 1%.
Congo plans border post expansion as
mining trucks endure up to 60 km
queues.
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A

ir Products acquired the largest company in their distributor
network, Weldamax. As an integral player in Air Products'
distributor business model, Weldamax distributes gases and a
comprehensive range of welding products through its countrywide network of
branches – which trade under the name Unique Welding. Air Products'
Financial Manager, Gaetano Perillo has been appointed as the new CEO after
heading up Air Products' nance department for several years.
Perillo joined Air Products in 1991 as a Management Accountant and worked in
various roles within Finance until this move to Weldamax.
According to Rob Richardson, MD of Air Products, the acquisition was a
strategic move to maintain and grow Air Products' position in the industrial gas
market whilst also diversifying into the welding market. Richardson further
comments on the acquisition: “Air Products and Weldamax are two strong
entities on their own, but now that they have joined forces, we have
undoubtedly created an industrial gas and welding powerhouse. The
acquisition will enable us to further strengthen our market share, leverage
resources and knowledge, and to provide a one-stop gases and welding
product offering to our customers”.
Richardson comments on the appointment of Perillo to the position of CEO:
“Gaetano has been a valued member of Air Products' Finance team for years,
and with his leadership skills and experience, he was an obvious choice. He
understands the industrial landscape and is meticulous when it comes to
business practices and maintaining a high level of integrity”.
During his tenure as Financial Manager, Perillo had taken his team to new
heights and was also the recipient of numerous internal quality awards.
According to him, he is really looking forward to taking Weldamax's
performance to new heights and to entrench its position as a leading supplier
of gases, welding equipment and consumables.
“Considering the current economy globally, as well as in South Africa, I know
that I will face challenges in my role as CEO, but I am condent that my years of
experience will be of value, and I will mitigate them as I am confronted with
these challenges. I believe that sticking to basic business principles and
adapting to market demands are crucial in business today. Delivering
unsurpassed quality to customers is one way of ensuring that customers
remain loyal. As the CEO of Weldamax, it will be comforting to know that I have
the world class support from Air Products behind us”, says Perillo.
He concludes by saying: “Although my position has changed, I am not planning
to make any drastic changes to my management style. I strive to lead by
example and empowering my team members and have always viewed it as
important to ensure that the team also benets from the successes of the
business”.
Richardson concludes by saying: “Not only am I excited about the acquisition
and what it will mean to Air Products, but I am also looking forward to seeing
how Gaetano and the Weldamax team will take this company to the next level of
business success.
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FLSMIDTH TO FOCUS ON
MISSIONZERO
AT ELECTRA MINING

F

LSmidth, a global leader in
the supply of equipment and
solutions to the minerals
processing industry, will be using this
year's Electra Mining Africa exhibition
to demonstrate the progress it is
making in realising its MissionZero
strategy, an ambitious programme
which aims at allowing mines and
process plants to achieve zero
emissions, zero water waste and zero
energy waste by 2030.

“We believe that MissionZero is
achievable and we will be
highlighting the technical
advances we have already made
towards achieving this goal at the
exhibition,” said Deon de Kock,
FLSmidth's President for SubSaharan Africa, Middle East and
South Asia. “Visitors to our stand
will see working models and
visualisations of our products and
systems and how these will
integrate into the MissionZero
mine of the future.”

achieve this and we're very practised
at achieving more from less at
browneld plants.”
Innovative products to be featured on
the stand will include FLSmidth's
REFLUX® Flotation Cell (RFC). “This
draws on FLSmidth's established
REFLUX technology, which has been in
the industry for many years now and
has proved outstandingly successful,
particularly in the coal industry,” said
De Kock 's colleague, Alistair McKay,
FLSmidth Vice President for Mining in
Sub-Saharan Africa, Middle East and
South Asia. “The RFC brings together
the REFLUX concept with otation
technology and will allow process
plant operators to start recovering the
smaller fractions in their ore feeds, as
well as introducing coarse otation
into existing systems.”
McKay adds that the RFC is now at an

advanced stage of development and
that FLSmidth is hoping to have a pilot
plant operating in South Africa before
Electra Mining Africa.
FLSmidth has many existing products
and technologies that are already
contributing strongly to MissionZero.
Among them are its SmartCyclone™
solution, which automates the
monitoring and control of cyclones;
LoadIQ, a remarkable product which
uses a system of smart sensors and AI
software to determine the optimal load
in SAG mills; and its EcoTails™
system, developed in collaboration
with Goldcorp (now part of Newmont),
which blends ltered tailings with
waste rock to create a geotechnically
stable product called GeoWaste which
can be used to ll excavated areas.
LoadIQ and SmartCyclone are part of a
growing portfolio of digital solutions

and services from FLSmidth. A good
example of what can be achieved
through digitalisation is provided by a
REFLUX classier modular plant
operating at a South African mine.
Using FLSmidth's SiteConnect mobile
app, operations managers can access
over 100 operational parameters of
the plant. Data analytics linked to the
cloud can also generate time-based
trends for instant viewing on the app.
“Digitalisation is crucially important to
FLSmidth and we're making rapid
progress in this area,” said de Kock.
“Certainly, it is essential if we're to
achieve Net Zero. We are probably
slightly more advanced with digital
technology in the cement eld, where
we have some truly impressive
installations at cement plants, but
applications in the mining industry are
catching up fast and already one
platinum mine in South Africa has
successfully deployed both our LoadIQ
and SmartCyclone technology with
excellent results.”
While FLSmidth is a global group,
much of the equipment that will be
featured on its Electra Mining stand is
produced in South Africa, either in
whole or in part, at its Delmas
SuperCenter, which manufactures
vibrating screens; feeders, breakers
and sizers; and polyurethane
screening media and otation parts.
The facility, which has recently been
substantially expanded, has played a
major role in allowing FLSmidth to
achieve Level 1 B-BBEE status in
respect of its South African operation.

De Kock said that MissionZero's goals
can be achieved most easily on
greeneld sites, where everything can
be designed from the ground up to
enhance energy and water saving and
reduce emissions. He notes though
that much can be done with browneld
plants.
“If you can make an existing plant
work more efciently, producing the
same output from reduced energy and
water inputs, then you're already
taking a big step forward towards the
MissionZero objective,” he said.
“FLSmidth has many solutions to
22
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T

a n z a n i a Pe t r o l e u m D e v e l o p m e n t
Corporation (TPDC) has revealed that it will
nalise the construction of ve more
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) lling stations come
March 2023.
TPDC's commitment to increase lling stations to
seven comes at a time when the country was facing
high demand for stations due to the surging number
of automobiles using gas systems.
The corporation says over 1,500 vehicles are now
using natural gas systems, amidst a few lling
stations that are available in Dar es Salaam.
The two CNG lling stations are located at Tazara and
Ubungo in the city here.
The corporation's plans were unveiled by TPDC's
director general James Mataragio when speaking to
The Citizen at the ongoing 46th Dar es Salaam
International Trade Fair (DITF) taking place at the
Sabasaba grounds along Kilwa Road in Dar es
Salaam.
“The new lling stations that are expected to
stimulate and increase the availability of CNG that
will be used by vehicles will be constructed along the
Sam Nujoma Road, Ferry, Muhimbili, Kibaha and
Ubungo,” he said.
“Natural gas has been recommended as the
cheapest vehicle ring source, therefore we are going
to increase the number of lling stations in the

peripheral areas in order to
address the challenge
consumers are facing,” he
added.
The TPDC boss invited
members of the private sector
to invest in the construction of
more lling stations in different
parts of the country in order to
increase supply and reap
available benets in the sector.
Furthermore, he said at the
Ubungo lling station, TPDC is
planning to build a workshop that will be charged
with vehicle conversion to the gaseous system in
order to provide customers with multiservice.
He said currently, automobile conversion to gaseous
systems is performed only by the Dar es Salaam
Institute of Technology (DIT).
According to him, 61 percent of produced natural gas
is used for power generation, noting that ongoing
plans aim at ensuring that the remaining 39 percent
is utilized in vehicles, domestic purposes and raw
materials in the manufacture of plastic and
fertilizers.
Regarding the commencement of the $30 billion
Liqueed Natural Gas (LNG) project, Dr. Mataragio
said ongoing negotiations were in good shape with

The five new filling stations
will be finalised come March 2023
and will be spread in
parts of Dar es Salaam City
hopes that they will be completed next year.
“Tanzanians should expect major changes in the
sector and increase consumption of clean energy
that has minimal carbon content which is
environmentally friendly,” he said.
According to him, the said measures will address the
challenge of deforestation if the majority of citizens
will switch to clean energy.
A driver, Mr. Selestira Mkwera whose car has been
converted to the gas system said he is closely
following the progress and benets after his recent
decision to make the conversions.
“The challenge we are facing is the absence of
enough lling stations. The government should work
on the challenge and educate citizens on the benet
of the conversions,” he said.
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HOW RELEVANT IS DIGITALISATION
TO THE UNDERGROUND MINING
AND TUNNELLING
INDUSTRY

I

n an honest and engineer-type
way, the answer to this question
is: While I can't quantify to what
exact percentage point of relevance, I
can say that digitalisation is very
relevant, now and even more so in the
future.
The underground mining and
tunnelling industry are in a state of
transition, and digitalisation is
underway in the mining industry, for
example, through enabling the remote
control of equipment. We already know
how to demand digital solutions and
utilise the gathered data, which
customers appreciate. However,
digitalisation is often understood only
on a general level.
Progress in digitalisation is best
made by taking small, meaningful
steps that count
When a company demands a big and
unlimited concept of “digitalisation”
instead of an increase in the efciency
of a certain stage of a certain process
by a factor of x – for example by
increasing autonomy – it is difcult to
get started and even more difcult to
say exactly how, or to what degree,
digitalisation will benet the customer.
In practice, the challenge is to show
how sufciently small problems and
operational challenges can be
resolved in order to provide
identiable added value.
If the digitisation package is too large,
the challenges to be resolved by the
digitisation project will easily become
unnecessarily complicated or take too
long to manage within one project.
To get something big moving, you have
to take small steps rst. This is how
progress in digitalisation is made most
effectively.
Underground mining and tunnelling
equipment is smart
The mining industry cannot be
described as a forerunner in
digitalisation. Although the equipment
and its smart features are already very
good – Normet is among the global
leaders in this regard – the industry as
a whole is still in the early stages of
utilising data. On the whole, we at
Normet consider the digitalisation of
24

the mining industry to be a signicant
and important development in which
we are investing heavily.
While at the general level, it's not
always possible to quantify what can
be achieved with data and
digitalisation – exactly what
percentage, in which areas and over
what period the production process
will become more efcient, how safety
will improve, or emissions will
decrease – it is possible to say that the
benets of digitalisation can be used
to tackle customer- specic
challenges, such as connectivity.
The problems to be resolved can vary
signicantly between customers or
production points. We are convinced
that business value is driven by
i n c r e a s e d p r o d u c t i v i t y, m o r e
sustainable operations, and improved
safety.
Keeping our promises with highquality service operations improves
customer satisfaction. It sounds
simple – everything can be linked to
these core themes when we at Normet
are planning digital development.
When making development decisions,
we always want to understand what
the impact is and how to support the
business objectives of our customers.
Data accumulated and results
confirmed over time
Some results will not be available until
years later, when sufcient data has
been accumulated and fully utilised in
operations, for example by
streamlining the various process
stages, or by improving working

methods to make them even safer.
Of course, some results can be seen
already, for example, in terms of
energy savings from electried
equipment, or savings in working time
and the ability to anticipate faults
thanks to remote monitoring.
Over the longer term, once data has
been collected and processed, even
more possibilities for utilising data will
be found. Underground operations
have special characteristics that may
not be encountered in other industrial
segments.
Mines are getting deeper and are
located in hard-to-reach places.
Infrastructure design and all
operational factors are more complex.
It is necessary to consider, for
example, how electried equipment
can be charged in an underground
mine, where the chargers and
batteries should be placed, and how
the safety of workers can be
guaranteed.
Three main themes of the
technological revolution
I see three main themes related to the
ongoing technological revolution:
1. Electrication
2. Autonomous operations
3. Digitalisation, data collection, and
the utilisation of accumulated data
Another major theme is sustainability,
which is very important and is linked to
all of the above. The digital world
revolves around data. Without data it
is more or less impossible to innovate
anything new. Consider autonomous

vehicles. If data was not collected
from them, they would not exist in
practice. Therefore, many of the
initiatives in recent years have
focused on getting the data and
making it usable and understandable.
Many existing systems already contain
a lot of data, but they are isolated
islands and not being utilised fully.
Many processes could provide
much deeper insights
Many of the current ways of working do
not support meaningful and useful
data collection. There has also been a
lot of progress, for example, in
connected equipment. The Internet of
Things (IoT) is nothing new, but
different industries are at different
maturity levels in the world of
connected devices. It is important to
realise that developing digital
foundations and capabilities takes
time.
But during the process, it is too easy to
get caught up by technical features,
ashing lights, and shiny new
products. It is healthy, but also
mandatory to remind yourself why
these new innovations are being
developed and what we want to
achieve with them.
Are we focusing on the outputs or
outcomes?
Both outputs and outcomes are
needed, but output is only the action
needed to achieve the outcomes. To
use the connected equipment
example, getting data out of a machine
is only one of the outputs required. But
whether the desired outcome is
increased process efciency, more
efcient operations, or improved
safety, the actions needed may be
completely different.
Clarity regarding the outcome and
goals, helps keep us on the right path
and focus our development activities
on the right topics. Data is the key for
success.
We need to collect the right kind of
information and be able to make it
usable and understandable so that it
really benets our customers. We just
have to keep our focus on the most
important issues.
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So, through our ability to offer quality
parts for both Atlas Copco air
compressors and alternative units, we
have in effect consolidated the
compressor room. Customers and
end-users, irrespective of their air
compressor brand, have the
convenience of dealing with a singlesource supplier for all their air
compressor requirements.”

NEW PARTS FOR ATLAS COPCO
AIR COMPRESSORS AND OTHER
REPUTABLE BRANDS – WE HAVE
THE BEST OF BOTH

T

he Atlas Copco brand is
globally renowned for quality
- rooted in the manufacturing
of products using superior quality
materials and cutting-edge
technologies in ISO-accredited
production facilities applying best
practices. Atlas Copco extends this
premium quality narrative to its aftermarket service solutions. Machines
are regularly serviced and maintained
over their complete life cycle by skilled
Atlas Copco technicians using top
quality parts. What this means for
customers is that they can rely on their
Atlas Copco machines to perform
reliably and efciently, leading to
optimised plant availability and
sustainable production.
“When customers purchase our
machines, they are investing in so
much more than 140 years of
innovation; they also gain our
outstanding after-market services,”
says Lezanne Billings who heads up
Parts Sales & Marketing at Atlas Copco
Compressor Technique business area.
“We support our Atlas Copco products
with after-market solutions and

advanced service products. This
includes our service offering for other
reputable brands and not limited to our
premium Atlas Copco brand. We offer
OEM parts and parts of matching
quality manufactured by Atlas Copco
for competitor units. Replacing like for
like adds great value; it ensures that
machines will continue to operate
reliably and efciently, ultimately
keeping operating costs and total cost
of ownership low.”
“As a specialist service provider and
market leader, we are trusted by our
customers to have all the necessary
capabilities to service their air
compressors irrespective of the
brand using superior quality parts,”
continues Billings. “And once
alternative compressors are beyond
economic repair, our customers also
respect our abilities in being able to
recommend an Atlas Copco
replacement unit as the most optimal
solution opening the door to our wide
innovative product scope”

competitor parts divisions “Edmac” in
Belgium in 2008. Billings explains:
“Edmac enables us to provide our
customers with excellent service
supported by superior quality parts
and availability. Edmac offers OEM
parts and UNI parts for other reputable
compressor brands and navigating
through the website is effortless.
(www.edmac.eu)
The UNI range is a complete offering of
consumables and lubricants for other
manufacturers equipment developed
with Atlas Copco expertise to our strict
quality standards which meets or even
exceeds the OEM specications.

The Edmac Belgium Distribution
Centre (DC) has a massive part
holding capacity but Billings notes that
customers as well as distributors are
able to purchase their parts from Atlas
Copco's Jet Park DC in Johannesburg.
“We stock the common parts and are
always extending our stock based on
order history and customer requests in
advance. In addition, non stocked
items in JHB can be delivered within 7
days to South Africa” Billings says that
all necessary steps are taken to save
on both lead times and costs for
customers because Atlas Copco
understands zero tolerance for
downtime. She points out however
that lead times do vary according to
the popularity of the compressor and
that non-stocked items in Belgium's
DC normally carries a four to six-week
delivery-which can be managed with
forward planning.
With the establishment of UNI Parts,
Atlas Copco has extended its service
value proposition to other brands.
Atlas Copco is also able to make
improvements on these parts based
on the company's in-depth knowledge
and know-how by the hands of the
best experts. The favourably priced
UNI Parts products reect the same
renowned Atlas Copco quality, helping
customers save on costs while
benetting from outstanding
performance and reliability. All parts
from Edmac carry a three-month
warranty.

It was exactly with these objectives in
mind that Atlas Copco established the
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T O M R A M I N I N G T O D E M O N S T R AT E
GROUND-BREAKING DIAMOND FINAL
RECOVERY SORTER AT ELECTRA MINING 2022

T

OMRA Mining will showcase its sensorbased sorting solutions on Booth E07 in Hall
6 at the Electra Mining 2022 exhibition,
which will be held in Johannesburg, South Africa from
5-9 September. For the rst time, it will conduct live
demonstrations of its ground-breaking COM XRT 300
/FR nal recovery sorter to illustrate its unique
advantages for diamond operations.
Representatives from its Sales and Field Service
teams will also present TOMRA's offering of
advanced digital products and services, such as the
TOMRA Insight cloud-based platform and its latest
generation TOMRA ACT PC-based system, as well as
its portfolio of sorting solutions for the diamonds,
metals and industrial minerals industry.
“The Electra Mining Show is the perfect platform for
us to showcase TOMRA's advanced mining
solutions,” says Corné de Jager, Diamond Segment
Manager TOMRA Mining. “This important exhibition
attracts a wide audience - from operators and
metallurgists- interested in smart solutions that are
simple to operate and maintain, to decision makers
who need to be up to date with the latest valueadding technologies. At the event we will have the
opportunity to meet them face to face and discuss
their requirements, giving them a taste or TOMRA's
collaborative approach, product expertise and
after-sales support.”
TOMRA also offers demonstrations of the COM XRT
300 /FR and other sorters at its premises in
J o h a n n e s b u r g, S o u t h A f r i c a , a n d a t i t s
Demonstration Center in Wedel, Germany. Interested
mining operators who are not planning to attend the
Electra Mining exhibition can book a demonstration
at a time and location of their choice.

First-hand experience of the TOMRA COM XRT 300
/FR unique benefits
TOMRA will demonstrate the Final Recovery sorter
with ne kimberlitic or alluvial ore together with
diamond powdered tracers in a Final Recovery and
Sort House application. Visitors will be able to
experience rst-hand the sorter's capability to
produce an ultra-high diamond-by-weight
concentrate with and exceptionally low yield by using
TOMRA's proprietary ultra-high-resolution sensor,
advanced new image processing, and high-precision
ejector valve system. The sorter offers 100%
diamond detection within the specied size fraction
and > 99% guaranteed diamond recovery with
appropriate feed material preparation. Plant
Managers and Operators will appreciate this userfriendly, compact and easy-to-operate and maintain
sorter.
“We are very excited to demonstrate the TOMRA COM
XRT 300 /FR sorter,” comments Corné de Jager. “It
completes our unique partnered diamond recovery
ecosystem, which covers the entire process. We are
now able to offer our customers a full XRT solution to
sort +2-100mm particles: +4-100mm particles
with our bulk concentration sorters, and +2-32mm
particles with the COM XRT 300 /FR in its Final
Recovery, Sort House or small-capacity exploration
applications. The sorter offers higher efciency,
better grade, simplied security requirements with
fewer sorting stages and a smaller footprint. It
reduces complexity and operational costs, and
unlocks the potential for previously deemed nonprotable projects and marginal deposits to be
economically viable. ”
The COM XRT 300 /FR sorter can also add value to
existing kimberlitic and alluvial operations that use
conventional bulk-concentration methods like Rotary

TOMRA Mining_COM XRT 300
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Pans, Dense Medium Separation or X-Ray
Luminescence, if installed in a Final Recovery and/or
Sort House function after these existing processes.
With a contained capital expense, operations can
benet from a quick, simple and signicant revenue
gain.
TOMRA's complete partnered diamond recovery
ecosystem
The TOMRA team at the exhibition will explain the full
benets of its complete partnered diamond recovery
ecosystem consisting of XRT technology covering the
entire process – from Bulk Concentration to Final
Recovery and Sort House applications – advanced
digital products and services. These include the
TOMRA ACT PC-based system with a simplied and
highly intuitive interface, which enables more
features and monitoring data to be processed and
stored on the TOMRA Insight cloud-based
subscription solution that offers a secure, controlled
access near real-time multi-sorter monitoring
platform. Customers are able to access digital
metrics on the status and performance of their
sorters on their desktop and mobile devices through
a web-based interface. The connected sorters enable
a more proactive collaboration between the
customer's operational staff and management, and
– if authorised – TOMRA's team of service experts.
TOMRA's premium diamond recovery solution
includes custom development with the customer all
the way to installation, after-sales service and
product support delivered by specialist experts, and
training. TOMRA also offers on-site service level
agreements – which can be tailored to the individual
customer's specic requirements – to ensure the
availability, capacity and recovery performance of
the sorting machines. In addition, TOMRA is able to
provide remote assistance using its digital tools:
TOMRA VPN Remote Assist, TOMRA Insight, and its
Augmented Reality tool TOMRA Visual Assist.
TOMRA Solutions for a variety of mining sectors
TOMRA Mining has 190 sorter installations operating
around the world, of which more than 60 are in Africa.
It offers installation opportunities in Africa in the
metals industry, for example in applications such as
lithium, chromite, platinum, manganese and gold. Its
wide portfolio of sensor-based sorting solutions
include the TOMRA COM XRT 2.0 sorter – the highestcapacity in its XRT range – which offers great
opportunities in the metals sector.
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GLOBAL GROWTH FOR PROVEN MULTOTEC
TROMMEL SCREENS

T

he demand for trommel
screens is picking up
globally, contributing to the
growing international footprint of
South Africa-based minerals
processing equipment specialist
Multotec.
According to Francois Fouche, vicepresident of screen media at Multotec,
the company's reputation for quality,
performance and reliability continues
to drive sales in new and existing
markets.
“One of our recent successes is the
performance of our screen media in
the SAG mill trommels of a large
copper producer in South America,”
says Fouche. “Our panels were able to
signicantly extend the duration
between replacement, compared to
the competitor products previously
installed.”

He points out that an important factor
behind the recent successes of the
company has been the referrals from
customers in one country to operations
elsewhere.
“Our trommel screens really work hard
for the customer, and good news
travels fast – both within and between
companies,” he says. “Where one
mine is impressed with our
equipment's performance, this will
often nd its way to other prospective
operations.”
Over half of Multotec's revenue now
comes from customers beyond South
Africa's borders, and the company
again earned a place in the Exporter of
the Year Awards last year, hosted by
the South African Capital Equipment
Export Council (SACEEC).
“Our trommel screens have long
dominated the African market, while

we are well established in Australia,
Europe, North America and South
America,” he says. In leading copper
producing areas such as Zambia and
the Democratic Republic of Congo,
these trommels reach 5,5 m in
diameter and 6 m in length – regularly
treating throughput of 5,000 t/h.
Fouche notes that much of Multotec's
customer base remains the original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) of
semi-autogenous (SAG) mills – large,

multinational players with demanding
expectations.
“A trommel screen is a key piece of
equipment in the process circuit, so
our continued servicing of this
segment of the market is a good
indication of their trust in our ability,”
he says. “A mine will frequently rely on
just one SAG mill, and if the trommel
screen on that mill fails, the whole
mine can stand.”

FUTURE-PROOF DIAPHRAGM VALVES FOR DRINKING WATER

V

alves installed in drinking
water transport systems
have to meet stringent
demands, both in terms of design and
materials employed. To satisfy these
requirements the KSB Group's SISTO
Armaturen S.A. in Luxemburg has
launched its SISTO-16RGAMaXX
diaphragm valve type series, featuring
threaded sockets, a stainless steel
body and a special drinking water
diaphragm. The body is made of
1.4409, a material that is particularly
resistant to chlorinated water and
suitable for drinking water. To keep the

uid handled clean, the body is
designed without dead volume, thus
preventing deposits in the valve.
Nominal sizes range from Rp 1/2“ to
3“. The conned and supported
diaphragm maximises service life and
is designed for a pressure of 16 bar. It
is made of high-quality elastomer
(EPDM/W270) and meets the German
Environment Agency's requirements
on plastics suitable for drinking water
applications (KTW-BWGL). The valves
cover a temperature range from -10 °C
to +90 °C. This means the type series
is also highly suitable for thermal
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disinfection.
Since the threaded stems for actuating
the valves are not in contact with the
uid handled, they will continue to be
smooth to operate even after many
years of use. The stem protection tted
prevents any external contamination
and also serves to indicate the valve
position. Closing torques are
minimised by a smooth-running thrust
bearing. The new manually actuated
SISTO-16RGAMaXX meets all the
German Environment Agency's
requirements on drinking water
valves. ©KSB SE & Co. KGaA
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FIRST EVER BATTERY-ELECTRIC SURFACE DRILL RIG
FIELD TESTED IN SWEDISH QUARRY

E

piroc has entered an
agreement with Skanska
Industrial Solutions AB to
trial the rst ever tophammer batteryelectric rig in Sweden. This trial marks
a signicant milestone in the journey
towards zero emissions drilling in
surface mines and quarries all over
the world.
"This is a proud day. For many years
we have been leading the
development in lowering fuel
consumption within tophammer
drilling. With this new solution we are
taking a giant leap in the low
emissions field – we are practically
removing emissions from the actual
drilling process, “says Ulf Gyllander,
Product Manager tophammer drill
rigs, Epiroc Surface division.
The design of the rig is based on the
well-proven SmartROC T35 surface
drill rig.
In combination with invaluable
experience gained from the
development of Epiroc underground
battery rigs, this SmartROC T35 E is
designed to enhance the
environmental standards of quarries
and larger construction sites. Besides

the low emissions, this rig comes with
a range of smart features, options and
enhanced automation solutions for
h i g h s a f e t y, r e l i a b i l i t y, a n d
performance.
“With this achievement we show that
the innovations of Epiroc will play a
significant role in the shift to lowcarbon operations within quarries
and large construction applications,”
says Jose M. Sanchez, President
Epiroc Surface division. “As our
sustainability agenda goes hand in
hand with those of our customers, we
are very pleased to be collaborating
with Skanska Industrial Solutions AB
in the trials of this important
solution.”
The tests will commence in September
2022 in one of Skanska Industrial
Solution's quarries in the Stockholm
area:
“A milestone has been reached and a
new opportunity has come to reduce
our climate impact. I am very happy
about the long collaboration between
Epiroc and Skanska, and it is exciting
to be able to do this project together.
Both companies have set bold
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environmental goals – this project
really takes a great step towards
Skanska´s goal of being completely
climate neutral by 2045, which is an
important part of our promise to build
a better society ”, says Johan
Eliasson, Project Manager, Skanska
Industrial Solutions AB.
Peter Beckman, Business Line
Manager, Epiroc Customer Center
Sweden comments:
“Skanska is a perfect partner for this
trial as they have their own quarries
which are fitted with the
infrastructure required to handle the
operation of this new technology. I am
looking forward to following this

exciting project during the coming
months.”
The SmartROC T35 E rig is equipped
with both a battery and an electric
cable, which improves exibility
considerably. You can choose to drill
with the most suitable alternative for
the location and occasion. It also
allows for quick and smooth
transportation in and between sites.
The surface drill rig is tted with the
same type of well-proven batteries
and subcomponents as in the Epiroc
underground battery solutions. This
streamlines spare parts handling and
service for customers with several
different operations.
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INTEGRATED PUMP RENTAL TO SHOWCASE ITS PUMP
DEWATERING & DREDGING OFFERING AT ELECTRA MINING

F

ast-growing pump
dewatering and dredging
specialist IPR (previously
Integrated Pump Rental) has
ambitious plans for this year's Electra
Mining Africa, reecting the
importance the company – which
derives most of its turnover from the
mining industry – attaches to the
show.
“IPR is a young company, having been
established just seven years ago, but
we're growing very rapidly and have
tripled our rental eet since late
2021,” says company founder and
MD, Lee Vine. “We attribute our growth
to the excellence of our service but
Electra Mining Africa has also played a
role. Since we started up, we've been
at every Electra Mining Africa held and
the results – measured in terms of
new business – have been
phenomenal.”
Based in Jet Park, Johannesburg, IPR
operates an extensive rental eet
consisting of approximately 210
pumps, mostly diesel-driven, able to
take on virtually any pumping task.
These are complemented by dredgers,
generators, pump otation devices,
hoses and a full range of accessories.
The company is also able to supply
stainless steel pump sets. “These are
highly suitable for corrosive
environments and, until we added
them to our line-up, were not easily
available in the local market,” states
Vine.
IPR's business is not conned to rental
and all the units in its eet can also be

purchased. The company is the sole
agent in southern Africa for the
globally recognised Sykes range of
diesel-driven dewatering pump sets
and is also able to supply other brands
such as Grindex, Flygt, Godwin and
Atlas Copco.
“While our business has been built on
selling and renting-out Sykes pumps,
we are not wedded to a single brand
and can accommodate customers
who have a preference for pumps from
other manufacturers,” says Vine.
Although IPR derives the bulk of its
turnover from the South African
market, the company has provided
rental solutions as far north as West
Africa. Vine is keen to see further
growth in Africa and says that IPR will
soon be opening a fully-edged branch
in Kitwe, Zambia, to service the
buoyant Copperbelt market in terms of
both sales and rentals.
“We are keen to expand our rental
footprint on the continent although this
is by no means an easy task given the
'red tape' involved in taking machines
across borders,” says Vine. “Having a
permanent presence in Zambia,
however, will make it possible to
provide rental solutions to customers
operating both on the Zambian
Copperbelt and in the neighbouring
DRC.”
According to Vine, visitors to IPR's
Electra Mining Africa stand will be able
to see a wide range of running diesel
pumps including the new Himax
HH220i from Sykes, which is capable

of pumping at 220 litres per second
against a head of 110 m. “This is the
biggest unit in our rental eet,” notes
Vine. “It is a self-priming pump which
can run dry for extended periods.
Features include low fuel usage and
low maintenance costs.”
With its stand located adjacent to the
pond at the Expo Centre site, IPR will
also have its SlurrySucker and
SlurryBlaster units operating on the
water and is planning some
hydromining demonstrations using the
SlurryBlaster, which have been a big
drawcard at previous shows. The
SlurrySucker and SlurryBlaster are
designed respectively for dredging
silted-up ponds and for removing the
accumulation of slurry and sediments
on dam walls and inside dams.
As always, IPR will have its technical
experts, including Vine himself, on
hand to engage with visitors and pass
on the company's core message – that
it is a solutions provider. “We offer a
highly personalised service to
customers,” says Vine. “In respect of
our rental business, we don't simply
drop off a machine on site and
disappear. We provide a pumping

solution tailored to the customer's
needs and we're constantly on site to
ensure that everything is operating the
way it should. Of course, we also take
care of all maintenance.”
He points out that IPR has full
engineering capabilities in-house,
which allows it to produce fully
customised pump sets and provide
any associated infrastructure
necessary. “For example, if you want
your pump to oat, we'll make it oat;
if you want a walkway, we can also do
that,” he says.
Looking ahead, Vine foresees
continued robust growth for IPR's
rental business. “The benets of
renting as opposed to buying outright
are huge and we're seeing a strong
shift towards the rental model,
particularly amongst mining
companies. Our goal is to make
pumping as problem-free as possible
and I believe our track record
demonstrates that we've achieved this
objective. We're not a corporate
operation – we're slim and trim and
highly efcient and we deliver on
everything we promise.”

THE NAMIBIAN MINING EXPO 2022 IS AROUND THE CORNER!

T

he Chamber of Mines will
be hosting its 9th Mining
Expo & Conference on 31
August and 1st September 2022.
This will be the rst Mining Expo &
Conference in two years after it
was cancelled consecutively due to
the Covid-19 Pandemic.
The Mining Expo & Conference is
taking place in a rapidly improving
commodity price environment
which has positioned Namibia's
mining sector for renewed growth
and expansion. The industry is
evolving with the fast-paced
26
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technological advancements in
automation and 4IR. This dynamic
business environment promises to
bring new and exciting
opportunities for suppliers and
service providers to Namibia's
mining sector.
The Chamber is thus thrilled to
safely host the entire mining sector
at the Windhoek Show Grounds
and we have great expectations
that this year's event will be a huge
success and bring enormous value
to Namibia's mining sector and
stakeholders.
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ANGLO AMERICAN AGREES TO COMBINE NUGENTM WITH FIRST
MODE TO ACCELERATE ZERO EMISSIONS HAULAGE SOLUTION

A

nglo American is in
exclusive negotiations with
First Mode Holding Inc
(“First Mode”), and has agreed nonbinding terms, to combine Anglo
American's nuGenTM Zero Emissions
Haulage Solution (“ZEHS”) with First
Mode, the specialist engineering
technology company that partnered
with Anglo American to develop the
nuGenTM ZEHS (the “Transaction”).
The Transaction would include a
capital investment by Anglo American
in the combined business and is
intended to accelerate the
development and commercialisation
of Anglo American's nuGenTM ZEHS.
The new combined business would
retain the First Mode name as an
independent business and prioritise
developing nuGenTM ZEHS, building
on three years of extensive
development by Anglo American and
First Mode.
Anglo American launched the
prototype of its nuGenTM ZEHS
hydrogen-powered mine haul truck at

its Mogalakwena PGMs mine in South
Africa on 6 May 2022 – the world's
largest designed to operate in
everyday mining conditions. The
agreement envisages that Anglo
American will enter into an agreement
with First Mode to decarbonise its
global eet of ultra-class mine haul
trucks, of which approximately 400
are currently in operation, as well as
provide critical supporting
infrastructure such as refuelling,
recharging, and facilitation of
hydrogen production.
Anglo American also recognises its
role in supporting broader
decarbonisation objectives outside its
own business. The technologies and
capabilities that it has been
developing as part of the nuGenTM
project with First Mode present
opportunities beyond Anglo
American's haul truck eet, including
across other industries that rely on
heavy duty forms of transport, such as
rail.
Anglo American acquired a 10%

strategic equity interest in First Mode
in 2021. The Transaction would
include Anglo American making an
additional capital investment in the
combined business which, upon
completion of the Transaction, would
result in a majority shareholding. The
balance of the equity interest at that
time would be held by a number of First
Mode's founders and employees. In

addition to accelerating the
development and commercialisation
of the ZEHS technology, the new
combined business would allow
strategic third parties to co-invest
alongside Anglo American and First
Mode, offering the opportunity to
accelerate their own decarbonisation
and participate in the potential offered
by the clean ZEHS technology.

ZIMBABWE BANS EXPORT
OF UNPROCESSED
GRANITE

T

he government of Zimbabwe
has placed a ban on
unprocessed granite exports
through the Statutory Instrument 127
which bans all new contracts.
The country in June last year gave
granite miners 6-months to submit
plans to process locally. President
Mnangagwa ordered the government

to come up with the ban and explained
that the country was losing over 300%
of revenue due to the export. According
to trade data most Zimbabwean
granite is sold to Italy, China, Belgium,
and Spain.
Export data
Granite contributes about 1.6% of
Zimbabwe's total exports according to
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ofcial data from Minerals Marketing
Corporation of Zimbabwe. In 2020,
Zimbabwe exported $47.4M in
Granite, making it the 8th largest
exporter of Granite in the world. At the
same year, Granite was the 11th most
exported product in Zimbabwe.
The main destinations of Zimbabwe
exports on Granite were Mozambique
($18.1M), Italy ($15.3M), China

($5.25M), Poland ($2.7M), and Spain
($2.16M). In 2020, Zimbabwe
imported $37.7k in Granite, mainly
from South Africa ($27k) and Hong
Kong ($10.8k).
“When you sell that block it earns US
$4.5million, but when you break it into
stabs, you earn US $12.9million. What
would you want, if you are the owner of
the block?” said the Head of State.
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CHINESE TECH AND MINING COMPANIES TEAM UP TO
BUILD FIRST 5G CONNECTED MINE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
and safe overseas smart mine, brimming with socioeconomic value, from the initial stage of
construction. We will also work hard to promote
sustainable development in Africa,” he added.

T

he South African subsidiary of Chinese
mining giant Zijin will build southern
Africa's rst-ever 5G connected mine using
Huawei technology.
South Africa Zijin Platinum contracted with SA telco
major MTN to build the Huawei network at the
Limpopo mine in northern South Africa near the
borders with Zimbabwe, Botswana and
Mozambique.
MTN and Huawei are to provide 5G-based ICT
solutions for the smart mining requirements
including, not only high-speed 5G broadband access,
but also smart mining solutions like vehicle remote
control, IoT, and enterprise digital transformation.

“ Once complete, the mine will mark a
significant step forward in the digital
transformation of the local mining industry. It
will effectively demonstrate how a number of
emerging technologies can be combined with
5G to improve functions across the mine.”
This kind of advancement will become increasingly
important as South Africa looks to remain
competitive in the global mineral and resources
space. The country is the world's top platinum
producer and mining accounts for 8% of South
African GDP.

Wanda Matandela, Chief Enterprise Ofcer at MTN
Business said: “Smart mining continues to a
buzzword in South Africa. At MTN Business, we are
excited to be playing a leading role in this space by
using our world-class network and systems to
promote the growth and sustainability of our
enterprise customers. 5G technology is a game
changer that will transform old mining processes.”
“For more than 20 years, the Zijin Mining Group has
regarded scientic and technological innovation as
its primary driving force, becoming one of the few
multinational mining companies in the world to be
equipped with autonomous system technology and
engineering management capabilities, with a wellestablished scientic research system and practice
platform.
In May 2021, at the mine launch, we stated that we
would build the Zijin Garatau Platinum Mine into a
project with advanced technology, solid safety, and
environmental protection practices. The adoption of
this 5G smart mining solution will certainly enable
the Zijin Mining Group to deliver on that promise, and
to establish the mine's technology-led global
competitiveness,” Fan Zhiyu, MD and CEO of Nkwe
Platinum Ltd, said.
Strategic directions
“The development of metal minerals is laborious and
technical work. Therefore, the Zijin Mining Group
regards informatisation and intelligence as key
strategic directions, and actively explores technical
solutions that can improve the safety, process
automation, and benets of mining.
The Zijin Garatau Platinum Mine in South Africa is
one of the Zijin Mining Group's major overseas
projects. The collaboration with MTN and Huawei will
help the Zijin Mining Group build its rst high-tech

“We have invested over ZAR50 billion in modernising
our network for the past ve years, this investment
has put MTN in a greater position to offer cutting
edge, faster and seamless connectivity to its
customers. The partnership will see all parties
involved reaping the benets of our best network,”
said Matandela.
“Digital transformation has become a global trend
across numerous industries, and 5G has
undoubtedly accelerated this. We feel very excited to
work with Zijin and MTN to open Southern Africa's
rst 5G metal smart mine,” Peng Song, President of
Huawei Global Carrier Marketing & Solution said.
“Huawei is currently bringing its 5G-based ICT
solutions into the mining industry and building a
cross-industry ecosystem to continuously improve
network connectivity to help Telcos maximize
network value, and also help the mining industry
build safe and smart mining projects through the
capabilities of 5GtoB,” he concluded.
This project coincides with a critical period of digital
transformation in Africa's mining industry. All the
three parties are happy to build the strategic
partnership to support the success of the project and
make in-depth contribution to the mining industry for
South Africa.

DE BEERS EXTENDS DEBSWANA'S SALES DEAL WITH BOTSWANA GOVERNMENT

D

e Beers Group, has extended the existing deal it has with the
government of Botswana over the sale of Debswana's rough diamond
production. The Diamond miner, announced the extension which is by
a year, will go until June 30, 2023. It follows positive progress seen since the return
of sales activities back to Botswana, almost two years after the Covid-19
pandemic forced them to be held in cities including Antwerp and Dubai.
Diamond mining
The majority of diamond mining in Botswana is done by Debswana, a company
jointly held by De Beers and the Botswana government, which sells 75% of the
diamonds mined to De Beers. The remaining 25% of the diamonds is sold to stateowned Okavango Diamond Company.
26
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Debswana operates four mines – Jwaneng, Damtshaa, Letlhakane and Orapa. The
operations produced 22.3-million carats of diamonds in 2021. The return is
expected to bring in valuable foreign exchange to Botswana, which had lost out
additional earnings from travel, hospitality and ancillary services, even though
sales income still came to the country.
The mining industry of Botswana has dominated the national economy of
Botswana since the 1970s. Diamond has been the leading component of the
mineral sector since large-scale diamond production began in 1972 by
Debswana. Most of Botswana's diamond production is of gem quality, resulting in
the country's position as the world's leading producer of diamond by value. Copper,
gold, nickel, coal and soda ash production also has held signicant, though
smaller, roles in the economy.
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DRC TO EXPAND BORDER POST WITH ZAMBIA TO EASE TRUCK QUEUES

T

he government of the Democratic Republic
of Congo plans to expand its main border
post with Zambia in bid to ease truck
queues. Mining trucks have reported this year to be
having queues of upto 60km due to increased
production and inadequate infrastructure. Congo
accounted for 1.8 million tonnes of mined production
of the metal last year. However, the turnaround time
of trucks has increased substantially taking an extra
45 to 60 days for the products to reach consumption

S

a n d v i k M i n i n g a n d Ro c k
Solutions has introduced its
newest i-series top hammer
longhole drill rig, Sandvik Dl422i. Following
the launch of the Sandvik DL422iE battery
electric drill in 2021, Sandvik has now
introduced its diesel counterpart, designed
for underground mass mining in 4 x 4 meter
or larger production drifts.
Sandvik DL422i offers the same
productivity, reliability and high utilization
as its BEV counterpart for operations with
challenging site conditions that are not
optimized for a battery electric eet.
“The new DL422i expands our i-series
longhole production drill offering with a
traditional diesel engine layout and begins
to take over the workload of its renowned
predecessor, Sandvik DL421.” says Sami
Anttila, Product Line Manager, Longhole
Production Drilling. Sandvik DL422i
prioritizes automated operations, eet
connectivity, availability of data and
improved hole accuracy, supported by
Sandvik's technical support and operator
training for an improved user experience.
Automated operations over shift changes
enable up to 20% increased productivity

centres in Asia, Europe or North America. This
compares to around 15 days in 2019.
The backlog of trucks at Kasumbalesa, a border town
and the main exit point for metals exports from
Congo, is an example of supply chain disruption that
will make it harder to meet future demand for copper,
essential for electric vehicles. According to Michel
Kibonge Nyekuma, chief of staff for the Minister of
Mines increased trafc also affects the long queues
of trucks. However the government is trying to lessen

and up to 10% more drilled meters in a
shift.
Enabling digitalization
Sandvik DL422i is a highly intelligent and
automated drill within Sandvik's i-series
underground drilling offering, with options
for both automation and teleremote
operation. It is compatible with Sandvik's
Platinum level automation package, which
includes one-hole and fan automation,
automatic boom repositioning to the next
hole, automatic stinger control, drill plan
and as-drilled data management (WLAN),
plus connectivity to My Sandvik remote
monitoring and Sandvik DrillConnect
mobile application. Later in 2022, Sandvik
DL422i will also be compatible with
Sandvik's teleremote drilling and tramming
offering, expanding remote control from
single to multiple units from a single
console.
In operations with low/zero mine network
connectivity, Sandvik DrillConnect mobile
application can be utilized for easy and
smooth drill plan transfer, comprehensive
data collection and intelligent
troubleshooting.

the situation. A construction project for a second
Lubumumbashi – Kasumbalesa road is in the
process of being signed and it would take at least 18
months to complete from the date the project is
approved.
“More border posts would add “a signicant amount
of processing capacity, create competition between
the different provinces (and) all those customs
clearing revenues would improve efciencies,” said
Miners with operations in Congo.

SANDVIK LAUNCHES NEW
INTELLIGENT TOP HAMMER
LONGHOLE DRILL RIG

Maximum productivity and safety
Sandvik DL422i is designed to provide
maximum productivity and safety and has
been developed with the future of mining in
mind. The control system platform allows
for new technology implementation during
the product lifetime, while teleremote and
automated drilling allows for unmanned
operation through shift changes and
breaks, increasing eet utilization.
The powerful HF1560ST rock drill offers
improved energy transfer and stability with

high penetration rates and drilling
capacity.
Sandvik's new i-class cabin provides a
safer and more comfortable working
environment, with improved visibility in
operation, reduced sound pressure level
during drilling, adjustable drilling control
panel and multi-purpose seat with back
and head support. Swing out frames
provide easy, safe and fast access to the
main components from ground level.

CONCOR TO BUILD KEY POLLUTION CONTROL DAM FOR VENETIA

L

eading black-owned contractor
Concor is engaging on a 17-month
project to construct a new
pollution control dam at De Beers' Venetia
diamond mine, South Africa's largest
diamond producer. Known for its depth of
experience from a long legacy of
infrastructural developments, Concor has
built a reputation for safety and excellence.
The well-advanced Venetia Underground
Project (VUP) will extend the mine's life
span to at least 2045, and the new dam –
Pollution Control Dam 3 (PCD3) – is the
main containment facility in its Storm
Water Management Project (SWMP).
The SWMP is a key part of the mine
expansion; it will ensure compliance with
the Government Notice R704 on the
protection of water resources, and prevent
the possibility of ooding and ensure the
safety of people working in the new
underground mine.
Concor operations executive, Christo
Schoeman explains that PCD3 will cover
some 27 hectares to the west of the mine,

and will be constructed to a maximum
height of 13 metres.
This will equip the facility to hold over a
million cubic metres of water.
The water will emanate from upstream
catchments including runoff from the
adjacent coarse residue deposit and ne
residue deposit, as well as potential
overow from the other upstream water
containment facility.
It will also contain water that has been
pumped out the of mine's opencast pits
and the VUP underground workings.
“Zero harm to our employees and the
environment whilst executing our projects
remains our principle objective”, says
Schoeman.
“In order to prioritise these endeavours
and ensure that construction work does
not impinge on the mining operation itself,
among the rst tasks required will be to
secure the works by installing a new
security fence, and upgrading the existing
access road to our temporary site facilities
which will ensure optimised access to our
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site and help streamline our workow.”
As part of the bulk earthworks operations,
the topsoil over the dam area will be
stockpiled during the excavation
operations, to be used later for slope
protection and to ensure the regrowth of
ora once construction is completed.
“In line with environmental requirements
and legislation, the excavated structure
will be lined with am HDPE geomembrane
to prevent any seepage into the
groundwater system,” he says.
“A specialised service provider will supply
and install the lining.”
Concor's scope of work includes the
construction of a pump station and dam
spillways, as well as the installation of a
2,5 km return water pipeline to the mine's
processing plant.
This will allow signicant volumes of water
to be efciently recycled and re-used in
processing.
Schoeman highlights that the project
contains a strong local procurement,
employment and skills development

component.
He notes that Concor has always been
committed to local enterprise and skills
development initiatives in the areas where
it undertakes projects.
“We are working closely with our client to
source general workers and suppliers
locally, who we will, where necessary,
upskill with training, supervision and
mentoring,” he says.
“Certain aspects of the project can be
subcontracted to these local enterprises,
following the systematic process of
identication and engagement.” Concor
supervises the work of subcontractors
closely as part of its enterprise
development commitments, he notes.
Combined with dedicated mentoring, this
ensures not only a quality outcome in each
deliverable, but also higher levels of
sustainability amongst subcontractors
once the project is complete.
Concor will soon begin work constructing a
new pollution control dam at De Beers
Venetia Mine in Limpopo.
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WITS GIS COURSE PREPARES
PROFESSIONALS FOR THE
FUTURE WORKFORCE

G

eographical Information
System (GIS) platforms
are becoming the
preferred platform for visualising and
analysing mining data in multiple
dimensions, making the Wits Mining
Institute's (WMI) upcoming GIS course
a must-attend for mining
professionals.
Due to the high demand of the course
at international level, this year the
course – GIS for 21st Century Mining –
will be held online, from 17 to 19
August 2022.
The course material has been
developed around applications and
lessons emerging from research done
at the Sibanye-Stillwater digital
mining laboratory (DigiMine), the
WMI's agship project. The course is
aimed at people working in the mining
sector, government and academia,
and will cover applications throughout
the mining value chain.
“GIS provides spatial solutions and
services that are based on evidence as
well as scenarios in order to facilitate
intelligent decision making for mining

industry” said M Ahsan Mahboob, the
head of the DigiMine at WMI. “The
course will provide hands-on training
in advanced GIS software to address
complex challenges and ensure
reliability and sustainability of the
mining industry in the 4th Industrial
Revolution.”
Mahboob emphasised that GIS
prociency in aspects of mineral
resource management will assist in
improving efciency, health and
safety, protability and sustainable
utilisation of assets.
Dr Iqra Atif, Senior Lecturer of the
School of Geography, Archaeology and
Environmental Sciences at Wits
University, highlighted that, “GIS is a
desirable skill of 21st century, hence, a
number of students possessing this
skill have been hired while still in the
program”.
“The advanced spatial analytics
through GIS can help the mining
industry to uncover patterns and
trends that are difcult to see in
charts, tables, or spreadsheets,” said
Atif. “This course will enable the

participants to visualise mining data
and turn it into information using geoanalytics. Human interaction and
innovation can translate such
information into knowledge, insight,
and understanding which can further
be used to assist in better decision
making.”
The course's content includes: an
introduction to GIS; understanding GIS
software; spatial data models;
collection, creation and editing of
geospatial data; design and
management of geo-databases; and
geospatial analysis for information
extraction. It will also cover geovisualisation, cartographical skills

and map design and layout for
accurate data presentation. Practical
case studies from DigiMine and its
partner organisations will also be
presented. The cost for corporates is
R7,500 (including VAT) and for
students is R3,000 (including VAT).
For information and bookings,
contact Lileen Lee at
email Lileen.Lee@wits.ac.za
phone 011 717 7037 or
mobile 082 829 6839

MORUPULE COMMITS TO SUPPORTING BOTSWANA COAL TO LIQUID AMBITION

G

overnment owned coal
mining company Morupule
is committed to supporting
Botswana 's coal to liquid ambition, a
multi billion pula project that would
see Botswana produce fuel from its
abundant coal reserves and unlock
thousands of jobs and value chain
opportunities along the way. This
commitment has been reiterated by
Morupule Coal Mine General Manager
Mr Edwin Elias in a number of media
engagements recently. “There is Coal
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to gas as well, this is a high capital
intensive project, we are ready as
Morupule Coal Mine to ramp up
production and deliver the coal for
these projects, in our new strategy that
is currently being nalised we intend
to produce 10 million tons of coal per
annum by 2027” Currently, Morupule
Coal Mine is in the process of
stockpiling coal from its Motheo open
cast mine which will see MCM produce
4.2 million tonnes of coal per annum
from the current 2.8 million, however,

Mr Elias says a strategy is currently
developed that will see Morupule ramp
up its production to 10 million tons per
annum by 2027. Through the Coal
Road Map Study conducted by
Government in 2011, one of the
options available to monetise
Botswana coal was through the
exploitation of her vast coal reserves
and conversion to some of the coal to
petroleum products, among other
project outputs. The country imports
most of its petroleum products

from/through South Africa to satisfy its
1.2 billion litres per annum
consumption. The Coal-to-liquid
project is a private sector-led initiative
facilitated by Botswana Oil Limited
(BOL). BOL is currently engaging
Technical Advisory Services in the
development of a framework in which
the private sector will jump in under a
Public Private Partnership or a wholly
private arrangement in which
government would remain a facilitator
and regulator.
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